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OSE OF SECURITY
RECORDING DEVICES

Another group in major debt

Mules split ultimate tournament
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By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

\s a part of new initiatives being
J -cussed this year to help ease ten. mis between students and Security,
hi Dean of Students Office in conation with the Student Government
\-.ociation have proposed the implementation of a pilot program in which
ill security officers at the College
uuild be outfitted with audio-dig ital
recording devices for use when
.-ponding to calls on campus.
\ccording to Assistant Director of
Security Jeff Coombs, despite new
policies such as the elimination of
written citations , "We continue to
-i\e problems with students running,
j cttng in a belligerent manner, threat.ning officers or even grabbing offi.:rs." Coombs said. Additionally, the
item of Students Office has received
norc complaints than usual from stunts regarding the use of and engagement in inappropriate language and
^¦havior, respectively, on the part of
vxunty—an allegation that largely
prompted the discussion of the proposed program.
The pilot would entail outfitting
• curity officers with audio-digital
winding devices to be used when
k-ponding to a call on campus.
Wording to those in favor of the proB isal, these recording devices would
Continued on Page 2

Last spring the SPB moved the
final Loudness show, Ben Kweller.
into the fieldhouse after the
Wadsworth Gymnasium went offline
In 2006-07 it was not just the due to flooding. The SPB was forced
Student Government Association that to spend more than they planned in
overspent its bud get , the Student order to make the fieldhouse acousticProgramming Board was also signifi- ready. Wharton confirmed that the
cantly over budget and will have to overspending was due to "the gym
repay a large sum to the College.
damage." While Boyce said that "the
According to SPB Treasurer flooded gym may account for some of
(Catherine Boyce *08, the 2006-07 the overspending," she added that
SPB went over budget to the tune of "this expense certainl y does not
$58, 105. While the total amount of account for the entire deficit. "
last year 's budget is
Without access
unavailable to the
to
last
year 's
Echo, it is clear that
records Boyce has
this represents a
no way of investimajor amount of
gating the overage.
overspending. The
Regardless
of
operating budget for
cause, the SPB is
this year 's SPB is
expected to repay
the
deficit
of
5243,743.
While Assistant
$58,105 over the
Dean of Students for
next few years.
Campus Life Kelly
Boyce submitted
Wharton said that
a repayment plan to
she had spoken with
the
Office
of
Boyce and SPB
Campus Life that
President
Laura
proposes
that
the
Laura Perille '08
Perille '08 so that
SPB repay the overSPB President
age in the next four
they "have a general
idea of what 's going
years, starting by
on," the SPB does
repaying 35 percent
not have access to
of
the
deficit
last year 's account to see where over- ($20,336) this year. As of press time the
spending occurred. "We hope to gain plan had been approved by Campus
access to last year 's budget in order to Life but not by "the professionals in
see what oversights were made, so as financial planning, " according to
to learn from our mistakes and plan Wharton , therefore all numbers relataccording ly," Perille said.
ing this year 's budget are tentative.
Boyce confirmed that since SPB
As per Boyce's plan , $20,000 of
does not have access to last year 's this year 's budget will also be held in
records they do not know the complete story behind the overspending.
By BEN HERBST
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A member of the Dazzlin 'Asses, the ultimate frisbee team, tosses a disc at last weekend 's tournament.

Admissions aims to gain local applicants
By HILLARY SMITH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A recent decline in the number of
Maine students who enroll at the
College has led the Office of
Admissions to take some new initiatives in its Maine student recruiting.
While it is difficult to determine exactly the cause of the decline . Director of
Admissions Steve Thomas speculated
that it may be related to decreases in
high school graduations of local students over the past few years.
The College, in conjunction with

the State of Maine , has begun to focus
on welcoming more in-state students
in hopes of preventing a so called
"brain-drain " for the state, and also
encouraging graduates to work to
improve the local economy. Numerous
initiatives have been employed to this
eff ect. For example. Admissions has
increased the number of school visits
made in Maine—in September and
October, each admissions officer visits
at least four Maine high schools. Also,
each admissions officer is assigned to
a particular geographic region in the
country. In addition to their region , all
officers read Maine applications. To

promote more awareness in high
schools, the College hosts a Maine
high school counselor luncheon in
Freeport. On a more personal level .
Admissions acquires lists of high-end
juniors and seniors from Maine hi gh
schools and sends them more formal
invitations to apply. "Maine Day,"
which this year will be held on
Monday Oct. 15, is an informational
day at the College for Maine school
counselors, parents and students. In
addition to the day allocated for
accepted students in the Spring, there
Continued on Page 3

We hope to gain
access to last
year's budget in
order to see
what oversights
were made, so
as to learn from
our mistakes...

Continued on Page 3

CWA f inds disparity in perceptions
By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS STAFF

This fall, the Colby Waterville
\lliance (CWA) has undertaken a
poster campaign to address the dis.onnect between how students feel
ftej are perceived by Waterville resJunts , and how they are, in fact,
perceived. Although students at the
College may over-generalize typical
luyative stereotypes of relations
MI I I Waterville , in fact, local resiJ .'MS view the College in a welcoming manner.
In January of this year, Katy Beth
Nevius *07 and Ryan E. Weaver '07

conducted an independent study project in which they attempted to "assess
the connections between Colby
College and the Waterville community" (Nevius and Weaver, 2007)
Through the exp loration of perceptions on both sides, they hoped to
"provide insight into the types of programs and connections that would be
i ost beneficial to fostering and
strengthening " College-Waterville
relations. Last spring, they presented
their results at a Goldfarb Center foi
Public Affairs and Civic Engagemeni
supper seminar on community interactions under the sponsorship of
Assistant Director of the Goldfarb
Center for Community Outreach Alice
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The Colky-Watervilte Alliance hung posters detailing their findings.

Elliot.
Utilizing a convenience sample,
Nevius and Weaver presented 40
members of each group (students, faculty and staff and Waterville residents)
with a free form questionnaire.
Similar questions were posed to each
group, and all participants were asked
to rate the "strength" of the relationships between Colby and Waterville.
Responses were then compiled into
the statistics that are presented on
posters across campus.
According to Steve Erario ' 10, one
of the co-directors of the CWA, the
statistics demonstrated that CollegeWaterville relations as a whole "are
viewed much more favorably" than
students think they are. When asked to
rate the strength of Colby-Waterville
relations on a scale of 1 to 10, on average Waterville residents gave the relationship a 7 while students guessed
that Waterville residents would rate it
4.9. Furthermore, while 20 percent of
the college students surveyed stated
that they feel as though they are perceived as snobby by Waterville residents, only 7 percent of the residents
interviewed identified them as such.
There are, however, some questions
surrounding statistical validity of the
stud y. Because the results were generated from a free form response questionnaire , the statistics may not
accurately reflect the diversity of the
responses. Furthermore, as Caroline
Dickson l 10 said , the results were
generated from "too small of a pool to
reflect the true feelings" of either the
Waterville or campus population.
Regardless of the ultimate validity
of die statistics, the study confirms the
belief that the CWA holds that there is
work to be done on the relationship
between the College and the larger
Waterville community. "Colby is a
Continued on Page 2
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Dan Vasallo '07 won the men s' division of the 16th Sportshoe Center Maine Marathon in Portland.

Recent alumni win Maine Marathon
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

It was a record-breaking weekend with two alumni winning the
16th Sportshoe Center Maine
Marathon.
Dan Vasallo '07 of Wilmington ,
Mass. won the men 's division with
a time of 2 hours, 26 minutes, 54
seconds—breaking the previous
record , held by six-time winner
Byrne Decker of Yarmouth, Maine,
by almost four minutes. "I' m pretty happy about it ," Vassallo told
the Portland Press Herald. "It 's the
first marathon I' ve ever run. I ran
even faster than I thought I'd be
able to run." A vital member of

It's the first
marathon I've
ever run. I ran
even faster than
I thought I'd be
able to run.
Dan Vassalo '07

Winner, 2007 Maine Marathon

the Colby Varsity Track and Field
team, Vasallo competed in the 10K
at the collegiate level.

Follow the Joseph
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1947-2007 on
Page 4.

Stephanie Crawford '99 of
Framing ham , Mass. finished the
26.2 mile course in 3:01:16 , winning the women 's division and p lacing 19th overall. This was her
second Maine Marathon , but her
first since 2004. "I wasn 't really
expecting to win ," she told the Press
Herald, "or even try ing [to win]. I
was trying to do three hours. I just
missed that , but this was great."
Crawford finished nine minutes
before the next female runner
Approximatel y 2,500 runners participated in the race, with 1,600 of
them finishing at the half marathon
mark. The course begins in Back
Cove, Portland and ends on Route S8
in Falmouth , following a scenic route
of the Maine coast.

One senior offers
first-years a different kind of advice
on Page 7.

College groups open discussion about health
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By ANNA KELEMEN

"What is 'before sex?'" was the
Jeopardy question posed by two astute
first-years to the prompt, "most important step in putting on a condom." This
fall , representatives from Student
Health on Campus and Students
Against Sexual Assault will be visiting
all residence halls on campus to speak
with students about sex-related issues.
SHOC will focus on informing students about good, safe sex, wbile
SASA will focus on addressing issues
of sexual assault and violence. Despite
the seriousness of some of the issues,
the presentations are fun and invite
audience participation. During activities such as "sex jeopardy," students
It-am facts about statistics surrounding
the prevalence of HPV and that on
average women require 15 more minutes of sexual stimulation to orgasm
than men.
SHOC is a peer education group
that, according to the group's president, Lauren Baard '08, "works closely with the health center [in order to]
raise awareness of health issues both
on and off campus." Pointing to the
limited sexual education most students receive in high school, Baard
emphasized the importance of providing students with adequate information about sex-related topics. "When
you go to college it 's a time that most
people spend experimenting," Baard
said, adding that at the same time,
"you would be surprised how many
people don 't know the correct way to
put a condom on."
If the role of SHOC is to provide
the information students need to
engage in safe sex, the role of SASA is
to provide the information students
need to keep sex a safe part of college
relationships. SASA helps educate
students on what sexual assault is and
provides students who have experienced sexual violence support and
information on how best to proceed.
According to one of the organization's
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Students gathered f o r sex-ed discussion held by Student Health on Campus and Students Against Sexual Assault
presidents , Julia Hutchinson '08,
many students "entering college don 't
know what sexual assault is, or what
rights they have." Due to issues of
confidentiality, as well as minimal
reporting, there are limited statistics
about the number of sexual assaults
that have taken place on campus.
National statistics, however, indicate
that one in three women, and one in 33
males over the age of 12 have experienced some form of sexual assault.
College women are most vulnerable
before Thanksgiving in the fall of their
first year.
Emily Warmington *10, representing SASA at the Dana residence hall
presentation, emphasized the importance of verbal consent. Regardless of
how students, both male and female,
behave at events, dances and parties,
"no one is ever saying that they want
to have sex unless they actually say
they want to have sex," Warmington
said. The SASA representatives noted
that even if a girl dresses in revealing
clothing or goes home with a guy, it

SECURITY: Recordings to promote cooperation
Continued From Page 1
be used as preventative tools, adding a
calming dimension to confrontations
as they arise. The idea is that both students and security may speak with
greater respect to each other and students may be more likely to comply, if
both parties realize that the conversation is being documented in a very
tangible way.
The pilot program, if it is passed,
will be initiated with strict parameters,
and begin after October break for a one
month trial period. At the end of the
month, SGA and the Dean of Students
Office would re-visit the plan to discuss either its eradication or implementation, according to its success or
failure. As the rules stand, after receiving a call, the security officer responding to a complaint would turn on the
recording device before approaching
the student in question. The officer
would first make the student aware that
he or she is being recorded, and then
continue the conversation normally;
the student does not have the right to
ask not to be recorded.
While the majority of students who
have been asked about the program
have thus far expressed support , some
students also noted concerns regarding the legality of the program and
infringements on civil liberties and
privacy. Under law in the State of

Maine, recording of conversations as
they take place is legal if at least one
of the participants in the conversation
is aware. Consequently, as both the
student and the security officer will be
aware of the recording, the legality is
not in question. What is more troubling to some students are the moral
imperatives of civil liberties and privacy—two areas that may be
encroached upon or limited by the
implementation of this program. In
response to these concerns, Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Jim Terhune said
that recordings will be destroyed after
a ten-day period, and will only be listened to by select members of the
administration and security, with very
strict parameters set for doing so.
Moreover, no officer or member of
the administration would be permitted
to hear a recording without another
authorized person present , and he or
she would do so only in situations
when the details of an incident are
disputed by either a student or officer.
Furthermore, as Terhune said, "The
conversation about the pilot is still
ongoing, and a decision has not yet
been made about whether or not to go
through it."
Students with concerns or comments about this potential policy are
strongly urged to speak to then SGA
representatives or to contact the Dean
of Student 's Office.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

does not indicate that she is either
"expecting or willing to have sex."
Hutchinson also conveyed to students
that it is "OK to say no." Although it
may seem "in our culture that if you
dress a certain way or if you let a
guy/girl buy you a drink then you owe
them," Hutchinson made it clear that
"you always have the right to say no
and you should never feel like you
owe anybody else sex."
"Alcohol is the most widely used
date rape drug," Hutchinson said.
While that "doesn 't mean students
shouldn 't or can 't drink," it is essential
for students to watch out for their
friends and to be aware of the effects
alcohol can have on one 's ability to
make decisions. On college campuses
"most rapes are acquaintance rapes."
Baard said, and most often alcohol is
involved. Furthermore , under Maine
State law, there is no legal consent
once alcohol has been consumed.
In addition to these residence hall
talks , both groups have upcoming
events. October is Breast Cancer

Awareness month , and SHOC will be
hosting a related event in Pulver
Pavilion in the next few weeks. Ai
this event , students and community
members will be invited to "show
their support for people whom they
know who have been affected" by
breast cancer by writing their
names on pink ribbons which will
be hung up. Students can also look
forward to the traditional Stress
Buster Fair put on by SHOC during the week before finals. In conjunction with the dorm visits.
SASA is currently conducting their
fall poster campaign intended to
educate students about sexual violence and provide students with
pertinent statistics. Furthermore,
they will host a full week of
events this spring during which
they will bring speakers to campus
and begin their t-shirt sales.
Students looking for more information can contact SHOC at
SHOC@colby.edu . and SASA at
SASA@colby.cdu.

Brokaw plays on campus
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Chris Brokow p layed f o r a crowd in the Coffeehouse lastfriday

CWA: Findings show skewed student perception
Continued From Page I
great resource to Waterville. and
Waterville is also a great resource to
Colby," Erario said. Although he has
heard from "Waterville residents, [as
well as] Colby students , faculty, and
staff, that the relationship is slanted ,"
Erario said that "when you look at the
bigger picture, the equation is much
more balanced." Colby students do
"give so much to Waterville through
organizations such as CCAK, CWA,
and CVC [Colby Volunteer Center]"
but Waterville offers students a great
deal in return. On a personal level .
Erario said that "all the lessons [he]
takes from CCAK outweigh all the
costs or time commitment it [may]
require" and Waterville has also

developed an "increasingly vibrant
downtown in terms of establishments
[for students] to cat and hang out in. "
Thus, newly informed by its study,
the CWA is looking forward to a
variety of events this year. The Hill
'n the Ville , in which the CWA participated earlier this year, will be fol
lowed by a cider social on Nov. 9 at
the REM Center downtown. This
event will feature cider, donuts, a
cappella . and a "great time for people from the community and the
College to interact and enjoy some
good clean fun," Erario said. Bigger
projects this year will include the
traditional festivities associated with
Burst the Bubble week , and a possible battle of the bands for student
groups both from the College and
from the Waterville area.

SPB: New measures implemented to reduce
possibility of overspending in the future
Continued From Page 1
reserve to protect against overspending this year. If the money is not used
this year by the SPB, it will be applied
toward the outstanding debt.
The plan eliminates the debt in four
years by aggressively paying down at
least 65 percent in the first two yearsthis is without applying any additional
contingency funds or left over funds at
[hfl end of the year. The plan allows
greater flexibility for SPB spending as
it progresses, which also leaves room
for repayment of additional debt
should a future SPB executive board
overspend again.
However, measures put in place by
Boyce aim to reduce the chance of this
happening.
Boyce said that the strains of the
budget have made it necessary to
change the way she distributes funds.
Instead of taking an amount of
money and turning it into an event,
we're focusing more on the quality of
each individual event. Instead of having three or four events per weekend,
we will typically only have two or
three in order to ensure a high level of
quality," she said.
Furthermore, in order to receive
funds each of the six SPB committees
had to submit a budget proposal,
rather than simply receive a set percentage of the total budget. "This year,
the committee chairs submitted budget proposals for their individual committees during training. We then had
an executive meeting and decided
which events from these proposals
would ultimately end up on our calendar. This process made this year's
budget allocations much less arbitrary," Boyce said.
According to Wharton, Assistant
Director of Campus Life Jess Dash
will be monitoring the SPB budget the
same way that Assistant Director of
Campus Life Dan Melega is monitormg the SGA budget-not to dictate how

money is spent but to watch out for
overspending.
After the $20,336 repayment and
$20,000 contingency fund are taken
from this year's budget, the SPB is left
with about $203,407 for programming
this year.
"Our smaller budget this year does
not give us as much flexibility in programming as we have enjoyed in the
past. However, although we are faced
with this challenge, we are making the
most of what we do have by examining how to best allocate our money. At
times like this, creativity and
resourcefulness really come into
play,'* Perille said.
Additionally, $11 ,292 (or $3 per
student) was taken from the SPB and
designated for programming designed
by Head Residents in Residence Halls.
According to Wharton, this has been
the mechanism for funding residence
hall events since the Commons system
was in place, and the transfer takes
place every year. "[Head residents]
submit proposals to [Assistant
Director of Campus Life Jannie 1.H UT j
with the ideas for programming. They
have a few requirements for programming " Wharton said.
"If it had not been for the deficit ,
we probably would not have taken
such a concerted, collective look at
our budget," Boyce said.
The 2006-07 SGA overspent by
roughly $63,000, as reported in the
Sept. 14 Echo. Neither Boyce nor
SGA Treasurer Tim Williams '08 have
access to this year 's budgets online.
Without online access they cannot
monitor direct billing to their account,
and may not be aware of accidental
charges. However, both treasurersare
taking preventative measures to avoid
mistaken charges. Already this year
Williams has successfully disputed an
erroneous charge of $6,300 to an SGA
account. Also, through a review of
SPB contracts Boyce found an error
that could have cost the SPB an additional $300 per event.

'64 alum shares exper tise on executive power
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDfTOR

Professor at Barnard College and
Columbia University 's Graduate
School of International Affairs Dr.
Richard Pious '64 came to the College
on Thursday to speak about presidential power in the War on Terror.
The Goldfarb Family Distinguished
Professor of American Government G.
Calvin Mackenzie described Pious,
author of The American Presidency,as
"one of the most distinguished academics of his generation." Pious ' talk
marked the beginning of the
Government Department's new lecture series, which aims to bring back
alumni of the department to share with
current students their expertise on various political issues.
In his lecture, Pious described his
approach toward assessing the nature
of a president 's assertion of power by
transcending the limitations of partisan politics. It is essential, he noted, to
get beyond generalized statements
such as *'I don 't like the war so I don 't
like President Bush's assertion of
presidential power." Instead, one must
find an academic and didactic

approach to arrive at an appropriate
and academically sound conclusion.
This aspiration becomes difficult
however, because the Constitution
"generally does not tell you anything
important that you need to know,"
Pious said. As he indicated, there are
no clear rules in the Constitution
which describe exactly what constitutes
executive
authority.
Furthermore, there is no doctrine to
spell out how the separation of powers
is meant to break down within
American government. As a result, a
partial separation of powers occurs
where each respective branch of the
government, executive , legislative,
and judicial , shares some form of
power with the other. For example, the
president holds most, but not all executive authority, and then also holds
some legislative and judicial power—
notably, the president has the ability
veto laws that Congress has passed
and to pardon criminals above the
authority of the court system.
This understanding of the separation of powers, existing not simply as
a check to a particular branch's
authority, but as a method of sharing
control , is paramount when making
the determination of whether or not a

president has taken on too much. As
Pious said, "You can't look at a president and say that they have * gone too
far... ' because all the best presidents in
history have." It is more important to

note how die president in question is
going about taking the described
power. In a situation where a president
is acting as he is the "prosecutor,
judge, jury—the whole thing—then
you 're looking at a violation... The
overall pattern [of a president taking
on specified powers of all three
branches of government] may be more
worrisome than any of the particu-

lars," he said.
To this end , Pious was critical of
the Bush administration, particularl y
when he noted the executive order of
the president to bypass procedure
and "unilaterally " establish new
judicial procedures such as military
tribunals. In turn , he spoke against
military techniques of torture used
by army officials at the Guantanamo
Bay Naval Base. Pious said that as a
result of techniques of torture , previously outlawed by U.S. law, "you gel
stuff that has about as much validity
as something said by someone who
is insane ." Furthermore , he said ,
"You can keep watching 24 and you
can think that Jack Bauer knows how
to do it... but when you read the
reports and you speak to professional military officials... what they are
saying is that torture is being used
and that it 's a crazy system which
does not work."
Students interested learning more
about the inner workings of American
politics are invited to attend the next
lecture offered by the Department of
Government, entitled "US Foreign
Policy
and
Militarization
in
Columbia." The lecture will be held
on Oct. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

ADMISSIONS:Effort to increase local student applications continue this year with new programs
Continued From Page 1
is a Maine-specific student day featuring successful alumni who still live and
work in Maine.
The decline in enrollment of local
students at the College may warrant a
thorough examination of all factors
involved. Colby, Bowdoin College and
Bates College—all private schools—
have similar tuition rates and traditionally have had roughly the same number
of Maine students per class each year
These factors make it difficult for
Admissions to compete with public
schools like the University of Maine at
Orono for students who need financial
assistance. To this end, the College is
one of the few schools that continues to

offer solely need-based financial aid.
According to Thomas, need-based
financial aid best fits Colby's philosophy because "when schools offer merit
scholarships, students are often more
inclined to attend the school which
gives them the most money, and not
necessarily the school which is the best
fit for them." The College is committed to meeting the needs of students
who require financial assistance; however, it is usually not the amount of
financial aid provided but the
College's price tag that acts as the
main deterrent for prospective students
who require financial aid. That said,
the College is trying to make the cost
of an education on Mayflower Hill
more financially accessible through
on-campus jobs, in addition to provid-

ing new research assistant opportunities to incoming financial aid students.
On a more local level , the College
allows students from surrounding high
schools to take courses here free of
charge. According to the College catalogue, "A limited number of gifted
Waterville-area secondary school students may be recommended by their
schools to take a course." On average,
one can find around 12 non-matriculated students on campus at any time.
This number includes adults from the
immediate Waterville area as well.
Thomas said that "when students
develop a prior relationship to the
College, they may be more likely to
apply." Every year there are between
six and ten applications from
Waterville High School.

In the most recent push for local students the College in concurrence with
Bowdoin and Bates, has created an
alliance with local Native American
tribes. "Colby, Bates and Bowdoin
have entered in collaboration with the
Wabanakis to enhance aspirations of
Maine Native American youth and to
increase attendance at the three private
colleges," Special Assistant to the
President for External Affairs Janice A.
Kassman, who is heading up the project , said. The project as of now
involves students visiting reservations,
in addition to a pre-college summer
program for Native American students.
Thomas believes that by initiating the
project, alt three colleges will "reap
dividends far into the future" with
these new students.
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Welcome Back Students!

-

Check out our great college special:
From IO.OO PM to Close,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza ® regular
menu price, get a second pizza of equal or lesser

value FREE!

Valid for pick-up or Colby College Campus deliveries only.

877-7*72

Til * raUaU pftntl I) 2MP The Maine Thing, Inc. Not valid with a«v other otter. l^cc« m.iv van anil do not include hwtlc dcpotit. ( ustomcr pavs all applicable taj .es,
including nil " m. Valid JI participating Mures onh I'ncc* subject to change without notice Additional t opping* extra, lamitcd delivery area. Delivery charge s mai apph
Our driven cam lest then SiilUIO . 1
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Its current location is the snack bar s fourth on campus, having started in the Miller Street, relocated to Robert s' , and then to Cotter Union.
The Joseph Family Spa has opened once again with the completion of Pulver Pavilion.
By CHELSEA EAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

The reopening of the Josep h Family
Spa in Pulver Pavilion is the most
recent chapter in the history of a
snack bar that has evolved along with
the College and the student body f o r
six decades.
When John Joseph ran the Spa, he
knew more students by their first
names than anyone else on campus.
Those who frequented the original
Joseph Family Spa located in Miller
Library—and there were many—recall
a warm and welcoming scene reminiscent of "Cheers," where everybody
knew your name and what you ordered
"It was tough to go in there andjust get
a coffee without seeing and chatting
with someone, but that was its endearing characteristic, too, it oozed 'friendly,'" Pat Sweeney '78 says.
In its early years, the Spa was the
hub of campus Sharing its space with
the nation 's smallest college bookstore on the southwest comer of the
Miller Street when most of the administration was in the library, the snack
bar saw steady business brought in by
faculty, staff and students throughout
the day.
Originally opened by the College,
the Spa was handed over to local
Army veteran Joseph Joseph and his

partner. Gubby Carter Sr. in 1947
When Joe died of war wounds in
1954, his brother John Joseph took
charge. John, joined b\ brother Pete in
1960, owned and managed the Spa for
31 years during what most would say
was the snack bar 's "heyday "—from
1947 until 1085 when the Spa relocated to the ncu t otter Student Union
and Dining Services took over the
operation.
"Bixlcr. who was the President at die
time, used to come in every day and
walk about the Spa and he knew all the
freshmen and would shake their
hands," John, now S7 and still liviny m
the area, recalls "He knew some of
their families, too." It was not uncommon for faculty and students to ming le
and strike up conversation. In the Spa .
the categories of professor, staff and
student were stripped—everyone was a
"Spa Rat," as frequenters were called.
"Often , the Colby Eight men 's
singing group would make surprise
visits to the Spa to sing which was a
lot of fun." remembers Bob Woodbury
'78. "I remember government professors joining tables in the Spa. especiall y Sandy Maisel. Chip Hauss and
Albert Mavrinac."
John remembers a perpetual game
of bridge being played from morning
to nig ht. Professor Emeritus C.W.
Bassett remembers both faculty and

students taking part in these games. bell. "Whenever anyone came in to
"Quaint as it may sound , we would pay they had a cowbell hung there and
p lay bridge between classes, particu- they 'd ring the bell and holler 'so and
larly with lid Witham , an English pro- so paid the bill. '" Jon Joseph , John 's
fessor. He was colorful. And a wildly nephew, says. And everyone would
erratic
bidder ." College
Editor cheer. The bell started as a small handStephen Collins '74
bell and eventually
says. Its location in
worked its way up to
the Street made the
a large locomotive
Spa "both very conbell, which John still
venient and very
has in his home.
dangerous ,"
John always had
Professor
ot
Colby students or
Philosoph y Daniel
family working for
Cohen '75 says. "It
him. "I never fired
was
convenient
anybody. I had reabecause you could
son to, but I didn 't,"
go over to the
he laughs. John is
library to study and
proud that many of
it was easy to take a
his student workers
coffee break when
are now "very sucneeded. But it was
cessful and donors
dangerous because a
to the College." "It
Pat
Sweeney
lot of the time, when
shows their work
Class of 1978
I went over to the
ethic," he says. John
library to study, I'd
recalls one student
drop off my books at
worker who went on
a table , and then go down to the Spa to to become a top lawyer and donated a
get a cup of coffee...only to end up large amount to the College— "he said
spending the rest of the night there he wouldn 't have done it if it hadn 't
talking, never getting around to any have been for me."
studying ! It was a great hang-out."
"They presented an oasis for stuThe Spa was also dangerous dents," Janice Kassman, special assisbecause John let his customers run a tant to the president for external
tab until they graduated. "It was just a affairs, says of the Josephs. "The famblack book, and they ily is beloved; they were very kind to
just kept adding." John students." In many ways, John Joseph
says. Students would was like a surrogate father for stuwrite
down
their dents. He remembers students asking
expenses in the black him for advice when they were in troubook and add to them ble. "Colby kids are wonderful kids,"
over time. "Most of the John says. "45 years and I never got in
kids were good at pay- an argument with a student. I never
ing it; we only lost like took a sick day; I never missed a day
two or three percent." of school either."
He remembers a student
The 1962 Oracle was dedicated to
who graduated without John Joseph "whose loyalty to Colby
paying his bill of College, marked by unending gen$21.50. "I never wrote erosity, vitality, and unparalleled
him a letter, but he did- friendliness, has endeared him to all
n 't have any money. He who have known him." That same
went to Florida and year he received the Blue Key Award,
became a horse trainer the highest nonscholastic honor at the
and thirty years after he College. In 1976 John received a
left 1 got a check for Colby Brick , rarely given to a non$21.50. " The Josep hs alumnus , for his service to the
would also lend stu- College, and in 1981 Pete received
dents money for laun- one as well.
dry, cigarettes , candy,
In 1978, the Spa was relocated to
paying rent or covering the basement of Roberts Union and
emergencies. They were merged with the new addition of a Pub
even known for bailing that had opened three years earlier. "It
students out of jail wasn 't as communal at that end of
every once in a while
campus, the library was right in the
One of HIP most middle ," John says. "The library was a
beloved traditions at drop-in business." The move away
the Spa was the cow- from the center of campus and the

It was tough to
go in there and
just get a coffee
without seeing
and chatting
with someone,
but that was its
endearing characteristic too...

introduction of alcohol changed the
atmosphere of the Spa. Bassett, still a
professor at the time, stopped visiting
the Spa in the evenings as often,
knowing students would be drinking.
The black book and the cowbell
remained , but the constant flow of
customers had died down.
Seven years later the snack bar was
moved to the new Cotter Student
Union. John Joseph retired as owner
and manager and Dining Services
started running the show. "They
showed me the new building—it was
two floors and I didn 't like the setup," John remembers. "It went from a

COURTESY OF COMMUNICATION-

The Spa when it was located in the southwest corner of the Miller Street.

personal business with face to face
interacting with students to something
a lot less personal. Credit went up and
the person behind the counter didn't get
a chance to know the students." Its location, though more central to campus
than Roberts', was still out of the way
because it was upstairs. In its first years
in Cotter, the Spa started to lose money
and John was asked
to come back, but he
wasn't interested in
returning. However,
the Joseph family
association with the
College didn 't end
there. The family's
vending
machine
business, started in
the '50s, continues
today.
The Spa became
the Joseph Family
Spa when it was dedicated to the family
upon the completion
of Cotter Union.
As part of the dedication , uie Alumni Association gave
John. Pete and their wives Mary and
Barbara the Colby "C" Club Family
of the YearAward. The famous black
book was cemented into the cornerstone of the building —"We forgave
all the bills that were left." A plaque
was hung in honor of the Josephs,
and a new one is currently being
made that matches the decor of the
architecture in the Pulver Pavilion.

won 't be able to get to know every kid
around." AI Joseph, John 's brother
and Jon 's father, recognizes that the
space is different but is optimistic. "1
think this one is going to be nice, if
the people behind the counter get to
know the kids—that 's important. You
can't line them up and treat them like
recruits or cattle." Jon has already me.
a ton of kids who
know him, and he 's
working on remembering their names.
"I like the Spa the
way it is," Jon says
He suggests that
"having a sign saying
the Joseph Family
would be nice...somc
students know [who
the Josephs are]
because of their parents, but I'd say 90
percent don't."
Students can use
AIJoseph
one of their 21 meal
Joseph Family
credits per week (the
meal plan week runs
Friday through Thursday) in the Spa.
and Saturday and Sunday students can
get breakfast in the Spa from 8 a m to
10 a.m. Dana and Foss open at 10 a.m
on weekends and if you swipe your
card before 11 a.m. in any location
then you can brunch again before the
dining halls close for lunch (3 p.m. for
Dana and 2 p.m. for Foss).
Many people miss the old staple
sandwiches of the Spa, several of
which were invented by students. This
past week dining services started selling some old favorites for a limited
time, among them the Colby Eight, a
cheeseburger with a fried egg, and the
SkitchWich, a grilled tuna fish , cheese
and pickle sandwich invented by a
veteran of the Korean Conflict who
John fondly remembers as a "craz>
trouble maker."

I think this one
is going to be
nice...if the people behind he
counter get to
know the kids—
that's important .

THE SPA TODAY

The location and atmosphere of the Spa has changed oxer the years since « opened in 194 7. John Joseph ran she spa for thirty-one years (rig ht).

the past the Spa was off the main
track. You used to pass right down and
unless you had reason to go up the
stairs you had no reason to really go
Now it 's in the main thoroughfare."
"It 's going really well," Jon Joseph,
who works in the current Spa, says. "1
worked for the old Spa also and the
business is just booming." Most of the
business is during Thursday, Friday
and Saturday late nights.
John Joseph has mixed feelings
about the new space. "This is extravagant , it lacks for nothing," he says,
though this isn 't necessarily a good
thing. "The guy behind the counter

Though the new Spa in Pulver is
a far cry from the original , the
snack bar is once again in a central
location accessible to faculty, staff
and students. "It has provided a
wonderful space for the entire community to gather," Varun Avaslhi ,
director of dining services, says.
"Wc don 't have the issue where in
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Recent alum will run in 2008 for congressional seat

What's Up - Downtown
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Crisp air and the dry rattling of
colorful leaves arc sure signs of
¦Utumn'a arrival m Maine. Warm
apple cider, pumpkin pic. and the
harvest of the year's late crops
come with the season. Waterville
Mam Street 's filth annual Harvest Fcst will celebrate these
things and more from 10 ain- 3
pm on Saturday. October 20. at
Castonguay Square in downtown
WatcrviHc.
Tins year's festival will feature
a wide variety of activities, including hayrides. pumpkin carving, pumpkin bowling, scarecrow
building, and candy-apple
making. Those who prefer a less
hands on experience will enjoy
browsing through the offerings of
local artisans, craftspeople, and
fanners, food vendors
and restaurants will provide plenty of traditional
fall dishes to try Attendees arc invited lo help
select the winner of the
'Harvest Fcst 2007 Chili
cook-off,' by sampling
and voting on chilics
made by Soup to Nuts,
Maincly Brews . The
Last Unicom, and The

By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

A perusal of Adam Cote '95 's
resume makes it initially difficult tq,
ascertain what he does for a living.
During his time on Mayflower Hill, he
»as a varsity football and baseball
p layer, president of the debate team
and an occasional participant in student theater productions. Upon graduating, he worked as a substitute
teacher in Florida and briefly pursued
acting—he even landed a role in a
Nike commercial that aired during
halftime of the Super Bowl. After
joining the Army Reserve, he served
for a year in Bosnia, before returning
to Maine to attend the University of
Maine Law School. He received his
law degree cum laude in 2001 and
began work at Pierce Atwood LLP in
Portland , where he remained until
being militarily reactivated in 2004,
spending that year in Iraq. Cote has
been back in Maine since 2005, just
long enough to add a new and exciting
addendum to his resume: 2007 candidate for the United States Congress.
Despite Cote 's many diverse interests, running for political office was
not something that had occurred to
him before the last few years. But
iihen he returned from his service in
Iraq, several people approached him
independently to suggest just that.
Among his supporters is Goldfarb
Family Distinguished Professor of
American Government G. Cal
Mackenzie. Advocating the need for a
greater number of war veterans with
real world experience to run for office,
Mackenzie immediately thought of
Cote, and contacted him to encourage
a Congressional bid.
For a recent war veteran like Cote
readjusting to life back home, the suggestions could not have come at a
more appropriate time. "Quite frankly,
1 was frustrated in Iraq with some of
the mind-numbingly poor decisions
being made in D.C.," he said of deciding to run for office. If elected, Cote
will be one of only two Iraq War veterans in Congress. "I realized that
what we need is people [in government] who ask the right questions and
provide the right leadership, not
because they read it or learned how to
do it somewhere but because they
lived it, fust hand."
Though he feels confident in his
capabilities and passionate about his
convictions, committing to the campaign trail was something that Cote
thought about, really hard" for a
while. "When you stick yourself out
tacre in the public eye, people think of
;ou differendy. They suddenly see you

Adam Cote '95 with children in Iraq (left); spending quality time with constituents in his homestate of Maine (right).
as a politician, regardless of whatever ize on votes from a demographic fed
you were before, and I am very leery of up with partisan politics and career
"There are some
that label," he said. The father of three politicians.
young daughters discussed his poten- admirable people [in government]
tial candidacy with his wife and family, right now, but what we need are fresh
and with their support announced his ideas, and [candidates] who have
candidacy for the First Congressional something new to bring to the table."
District of Maine last May. "I love my
Two of Cote's more personal platfamily, my state, my country, and I' m forms are the War in Iraq and alternaconcerned
about
tive energy. During
his tour of Iraq from
where that's all head2004-05,
ing. To the extent
Cote
that I can try to lend
served as a National
my voice and change
Guard
platoon
leader with an engithat, I want to be a
neering batallion.
part of it," he said.
From the get-go.
His platoon worked
Cote has been a politprimarily on reconical newcomer whom
structive
efforts,
rebuilding schools,
most people see as
this election 's alterchurches and hospitals that had been
native candidate. On
damaged
or
paper, "most people
think I have the best
destroyed by warfare. He founded a
resume," he admitpopular "adopt-anted. "But what [critAdam Cote '95 Iraqi Village" proics] wondered was:
U.S.
Congressional
could I raise enough
gram, by which
Candidate
donors in the states
money and get orgacould "adopt" a vilnized to get my message out there?" To
lage on-line and
date. Cote's campaign answers that send its members much-needed food
question with an emphatic "Yes." By and supplies. The program received
June, Cote announced that his congres- over 1,600 packages from Maine resisional campaign had exceeded its first dents alone.
Cote's efforts in Iraq were not his
fundraising goal. Just this month, the
Congressional Quarterly predicted that first foray into charitable work, as he
Cote and Chellie Pingree, former also founded a "Toys for Tots" chapMaine Senate Majority Leader and fel- ter and volunteered to teach hi gh
low Democraticcandidate, would com- school English during his time in
pose the final contest out of the five Bosnia in 1997-98. Though Cote had
candidates running. "It 's way too early a positive influence in both countries,
to tell ," Cote warned. But he still saw his time spent serving in the military
the predictions as a success, since "four abroad was certainly not without
or five months ago, no one even knew peril. On December 21 , 2004, Cote
was in the mess hall on the U.S. base
who I was."
Cote is foreseen as an alternative in Mosul, Iraq when a suicide bomber
candidate, who will be able to capital- detonated himself, killing or wound-

I love my family,
my state, my
country...To the
extent that I can
try to lend my
voice and
change that, I
want to be a
part of it.

ing over one hundred soldiers and
civilians. For his leadership during
the attack . Cote was awarded an
Army Commendation Medal.
White working for Pierce-Atwood,
Cote spent considerable time on
renewable energy legislature . His
work took him back to Bosnia and
many other countries, such as Albania
and Croatia, to help the governments
there manage their resources more
efficiently. If elected to office in
Maine, he plans on spearheading a
renewable energy plan "to counteract
our extreme reliance as a country on
foreign oil , which has been bad for
both the environment and foreign policy," he stated.
As the preliminary elections this
spring draw nearer and his campaign
intensifies, Cote exudes the same
vigor and enthusiasm that he brought
to his many interests pre-political life.
He reminisces fondly of his time spent
on Mayflower Hill , and is quick to
offer advice for current students,
whatever their interests. "Don 't panic
if you don 't know what you want to
do with your life just yet," he said.
"Do something that interests you,
rather than something that positions
you for career advancement. There 's
something to be said for doing something you are passionate about." This
is sound advice indeed coming from a
Colby graduate who has spent time as
a teacher, athlete , soldier, actor,
lawyer and potential member of the
United States Congress.
For more information on Adam
Cote,
his
campaign,
and
volunteer/internship opportunities,
visit www.adamcote.com.
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Speak Easy The winner of the
competition will receive n plaque
from City Mayor Paul Lepage in a
ceremony at 2 .10 pm
A performance by renowned
storyteller Odd Bodkm unit (he
ceremonial 'lighting or the pumpkins ' will cap off the day's events
at Sr.10 pm. Bodkin blends eloquent narrative with his talent on a
twelve-string guitar 10 delight listeners of all ages He has participated >ii the National Storytelling
Festival »s a featured artist, and
has also performed at the White
House and universities, theaters,
and museums around the country
In the event of inclement weather, the festivities will be moved to
Sunday.October 2 I. For more information see www.waicrvidcmai
nsirecl ore/harvest
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— HISTORY LESSONS

Laundry service thriving af ter a year
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

One group of seniors finds fortune
in your dirty laundry, literally. Mike
King, Jeffrey Mullins, Alex Russell
and Bryan Solar run Lazy Mule
Laundry, a pick-up and drop-off service that professionally cleans students ' clothes at low prices.

The original impetus for the company was that if friends King, Russell
and Solar had so much trouble with
their laundry, others must be dealing
with the same inconveniences. After
some research and working with a
local
laundrymat ,
Highlander
Laundry, the three launched the service in every campus residence hall in
the fall of last year.
The program was successful from

COURTESY OF BRYMt

Lazy Mule Laundry processes around J 000 pounds of laundry a week.
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the start, and they have been able to
double their numbers each semester.
"It's nice to see positive remarks and
word of mouth spreading in our favor,"
King said. Currently there are about
125 active customers and their goal is
to have 250 by the end of the year.
Mullins joined the company when
Solar went abroad to China last spring,
and stuck around to help out this year.
"I personally have found great
pride in owning and operating a company which has enabled me to gain
both monetary and experiential benefit ," Mullins said. "My favorite part
has been improving the hygiene of my
friends and associates," Solar said.
Each week all four of the owners
get involved in the pick-up and delivery, and haul about 1000 pounds of
laundry back and forth. With pick-ups
on Tuesday and Wednesday, and
deliveries on Wednesday and
Thursday, they each keep busy,
putting in about 8 hours a week for the
company on top of various other commitments from athletics to academics
to activities.
While experience and money is
great, they all say there is something
more to be said of their business venture.
"Helping a local business and helping to promote positive relations
between Colby and the town has been
very rewarding," Russell said.
Mullins added that "Working with a
local business has taught me the value
of capitalizing on services which benefit all involved parties."
The group hopes to find a successor
for after they graduate, and are considering selling the company at the
end of the year to younger students.
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By JOEL PITT
STAFF HISTORIAN

Fall has finally arrived on
Mayflower Hill. The days arc getting
chilly and the leaves are changing,
which means one thing is coming:
Parents Homecoming Weekend. It 's
the time when we all rally behind our
sports teams and hope for victories
across the board. From football to
rugby, field hockey to cross country,
we support our Mules. But
Homecoming is not only a collection
of sporting events—it is also a call to
alumni to return to Mayflower Hill
and remember their time as students.
The weekend is organized with
students, alumni and parents in mind.
Musical ensembles perform, shows
take the stage and receptions and
toasts are held celebrating class
anniversaries and induction into the
"C" Club, a sports alumni organization. Workshops arc held to give parents and alumni a briefing on current
events on the Hill and what changes
are in store for the near future.
The events planned for this year's
Homecoming Weekend follow traditional
Homecoming
Weekend
events. There will be athletic matches taking place all over campus, and
classes of all years will be on hand to

watch the Mules compete. There will Homecoming is for everyone. It is a
also be opportunities to learn about time for the whole school to come
how we are taking advantage of our out and support our athletes as well
resources on and off the Hill in panel as for Colby students of present and
discussions run by students and with past to get together and celebrate all
professors giving lectures on what that we have in common. We've
they are doing outside of class.
changed a lot in recent years, and
So how has Homecoming alumni can tell you much better
changed over the years? One partic- than I can about our history. Take
ular area of note is in ceremony. In this opportunity to get to know our
the 1950s social events on campus history and enjoy Homecoming
were in full force and Homecoming Weekend.
was one of the events created at this time by the fraternities. There used to be
a whole set of events prior
to Homecoming in which
the
sororities would
choose a girl to compete
for the Homecoming
Queen Crown. This tradition was held until 1970.
Dorms were becoming coed, and with that change
new issues were rising on
campus, especially those
concerning gender. In
1970, William Glidden
'74 was elected the first
male
Homecoming
Queen , an event that
marked the beginning of
the
end
for
the
COWTESY « WEC1M. COLLECTIONS
Homecoming Court.
Football pivgramfrom Homecoming 1955.
These
days.
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Opinions

An unexpected blast f rom the past

EDITORIAL
The extreme importance of an
Echo subscription
Parents, subscribing to the Echo is more than just keeping track of the
lives of Dick '07 and Jane * 10. There are serious consequences at stake
other than supporting the noble cause of student journalism private institutions such as this one are at the forefront of academic progress, and if word
of the revolutions in pedagogical methodologies that occur here never
reaches even those most evidently invested, then we have major cause for
concern. In short, if you do not subscribe to the Echo, the terrorists have
won.
We are talking about the first amendment here. What good is freedom of
the press if the press cannot afford to print? The very fabric of our democracy depends upon the ability of the common people to make informed
decisions about their lives. Those opposed to our way of life, liberty and
pursuit of happ iness are licking their chops looking at the state of print
media in this country, and some of them arc closer than we would like to
think- Newspapers like the [Echo] are defenders of journalistic integrity in
a way that the increasingly popular blogosphere and cable news networks
can never be. As we gradually become television-gaping, internet-roaming
automatons, we quickly approach the type of monoculture that the violent
radicals would want for us.
The logic looks something like this. Step One: You (wrongly) choose not
to subscribe to the Echo. Step Two: Without student journalism as an outlet ,
intellectual discourse and information sharing are lost in the bowels of
humanity. Step Three: Radical thought prospers and revolutionary action
takes hold, spiraling in a nonstop cycle of doom. Kittens are systematically
slaughtered, baby seals are clubbed in the streets and small children are sacrificed to ancient Mayan gods. Step Four: Chaos reigns. Western society, as
we know it , completely collapses. Equatorial Guinea becomes the new
world hegemonic superpower and countries as diverse as Sweden and El
Salvador are captured by Laguna Beach-worshipping anarchists. Step Five:
Everything Echo hater Osama bin Laden ever wanted has materialized as
reality.The academic quad is converted into a terrorist trainingcamp obstacle course. Echo editors are seen jumping through flaming bula-hoops,
rolling around in alpaca feces, getting high everyday and doing their d ;shes
in a bathtub.
It is easy to see how quickly things can get out of control. Subscribe to
the Echo. Either you're with us, or you 're with them.

By JEN COX

OPINIONS EDITOR

There is a little girl with bright
eyes and brown hair that sits in a
frame on my window sill. She thinks
that the color purple is beautiful , has
never spelled a single word wrong on
a spelling test, and in the case of a
fire, would save her American Girl
dolls first. Thoug h she dreams of me,
she doesn 't know I exist. I love her
because she is so full of hope and
because she holds everything precious of mine in her tiny hands. When
I see her I want to be wonderful
things for her, and I want to tell her
things will be okay even after the
worst of times. Yes, I know that eightyear-old Jenny Cox can only be found
in these photos now, but it feels like
she still exists somewhere. She does,
I suppose, because memories arc as
alive as anything else in this world ,
and because without her 1 would not
be sitting here today.
On Sunday mommg I woke up to
find a message in my Facebook inbox
from a boy I hadn 't talked to since I
was in the first grade. "Hey Jen ," he
wrote, "I always thought 1 should
have told you, but I had the biggest

By SUZANNE MERKELSON

Sam Adams 1/2 Barrel

$79.99

Magic Har Hocus Pocus 1/6 Barre l
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We now have the largest selection of domestic
and import beers in Central Maine

^^^^^ ^JOKAS ' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St.. Waten ille . M E

I hope that he
felt that way
too, as he did
something for
the bashful
young boy who
smiles up at him
from his own
photographs.
envied. What struck me most about
the note was the power of its ambiguity. Certainly we do not know each
other now and this "big crush" has
been buried over the past ten years. It
occurred to me that this letter was not
from a young man in Boston to a
sophomore at college in Maine. These
words were not for me but for the
coach's daughter, Jenny, from a little

boy with shin guards and rosy cheeks.
This boy's words, given to me in a
somewhat sketchy late night Facebook
message, were obviously not particularly eloquent or poignant. Perhaps I
was just too tired when J read them,
but oddly enough they made me want
to cry. They gave me the chance to talk
to that little girl, to open up my life and
touch it. I hope that he felt that way
too, as he did something for the bashful young boy who smiles up at him
from his own photographs.
Bronze memories that stack like
pennies: these are our past. We keep
them in glass jars in our minds with a
bittersweet uneasiness that shoots
down to our guts. Sometimes these
memories seem too heavy, other
times too small , but we can't stretch
them out in the sun or toss them on
the side of the road. It 's tragic that we
don't always get to choose which
coins we get to keep in our one little
vessel , nor do we get to place them
exactly where we want them to fall.
Actions cannot be interfered with;
words cannot be shoved back
through teeth or reassembled in the
air. And yet—we can change our
pasts, and the pasts of other people. I
replied to his message and thanked
him for telling me. I thanked him for
his bravery (or at least for his lack of
inhibition), but more importantly for
giving me the chance to see my past
differently, if only in the smallest of
ways. The lid of the jar is open for as
long as we are living, and it can be
shaken forever.

By ZACK EZOR
and LEIGH BULLION
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

A couple of Sundays ago Orenthal
James "O. J" Simpson was arrested
on multiple counts of armed robbery
and burglary with a deadly weapon
after attempting to reclaim several
items of personal memorabilia.
After a successful career in the
NFL, Simpson, also known as- "The
Juice," became infamous due to the
alleged murder of his ex-wife Nicole
Brown and her friend Ronald
Goldman. Since this dramatic court
episode, which aggravated dormant
racial tensions in the United States,
Simpson has claimed that the police
have been unhelpful and unresponsive to him. "The police, since my
trouble, have not worked out for me,"
said Simpson, according to MSNBC
"It just becomes a story about O.J"
And what a story it has become.
Simpson 's poor relationship with
the police prompted him to take matters into his own hands when recovering several personal items, including
his Hall of Fame certificate and ties
worn during his notorious trial. After
Continued on Page 7

I may be a vazaha, but I know the price: thoughts from abroad

- This editorialf irst appeared in the Oct. 5. 2006 Echo

SPECIALS JUL

crush on you during soccer. I know it
sounds stupid because it was so long
ago. but I felt like I owed it to you to
tell you." In the next few sentences he
apologized for writing at three in the
morning and for being intoxicated , but
nevertheless I found it strange and
sweet. My first thought was: how
wonderful! It is so sad that we go
through life never knowing half of the
times we are admired , loved or

WILL "JUICETICE" BE
SERVED? COURT'S
BIGGEST CELEBRITY

MANAGING EDITOR IN EXILE

It 's the same thing every morning
for me here in Antananarivo, the capital city of Madagascar. I leave the
apartment I share with my host family
and commence my 40-minute walk to
school. My Chacos skip over fissures
m the sidewalk and dodge oncoming
taxi-be (decrepit vans serving as public transportation jam-packed with
people on their way to work or
school). While journeying along my
route, I try to keep the resolution 1
made to myself to make eye contact
and smile with at least half the people
I pass. That would be difficult at
Colby. Here, in a city of strangers,
where I am among the strangest, it 's
pretty much impossible.
I grin at the pairs of brothers and
sisters donning crisp uniforms, walking hand in hand to school. I say
"Misaotrd" ("Thanks") to the eager
taxi drivers and street vendors offering
me vanilla, but put my hand up like the
Supremes singing "Stop, in the name
of love" to indicate "But. no." I shake
my head disapprovingly, but not too
harshly, at the guys on the street who
shout "Bonjour vazaha! Je t 'aimeV*
("Hello forei gner! I love you!),
although if I were at home, I'd probably give them the finger instead.
I give the beggars who approach me

with an extended hand and clothes in
states of disrepair as varying as their
ages a sympathetic "Tsy misy" ("I
don 't have anything for you"). As I
turn down the street to my school, I
see my newest friend, a boy who mans
a table of shelled peanuts under thewatchful eye of his mother selling
assorted greens across the street. I
respond in turn to his excited wave;
he's just as stoked to have a vazaha
friend as I am to have a Malagasy one.
1 save my last and most enthusiastic
greeting for the final person I see
before climbing two stories to join the
15 other American students here with
me on my School for International
Training (SIT) Culture and Society
study-abroad program. She sits outside the entrance to
the building that
houses our school ,
working her fruit
stand like a dignified
queen atop a throne
of oranges. I can't
help but call her the
orange
lady,
although I know she
is more than a purveyor of those delectable fruits that
happen to be in season now in the West
Indian Ocean, and that it 's probably
not P.C. to call people ladies anymore.
"Manahaona tompoko " 1 sing, letting the Malagasy (both the language
and descriptive adjective for the people and culture of Madagascar) roll
off my tongue , trying not to sound
awkward. The awkwardness happens
anyway, and she responds with a stiff
nod of her stately head. So much for

cultural assimilation.
Being called a vazaha in
Madagascar can't be assessed in the
same context one would reserve for
being called a foreigner in the United
States. We just don 't do that; anyone
essentially could be a foreigner, everyone could also belong. In Madagascar,
I stick out. I have white skin and
blondish-brownish curls. I don 't speak
the language. I'm learning to play on
the cultural jungle gym, but I've only
been here for a little over a month.
By snack-time, 10:30 a.m., I'm
starving. My breakfast of baguettes
and Malagasy-grown coffee was four
hours ago. I want some oranges. I want
them bad.
The orange lady
tells me that one
costs 400 Ariary
(about 50 cents),
although 1 just
heard her charge
the guy in front of
me 200. I try to
haggle. No dice .
She won't budge. I
give her some
wrinkled bills and
walk away, like a
dog with her tail between her legs
after a fight, although I know we're
talking about a mere 25 cents. I
guess 25 cents is the price of my
pride. This happens everyday.
A friend told me that in
Madagascar, women will often wear
sashes in the marketplace to let others know how she feels. For example,
she might have one that says "Hey,
you were creeping with my man,"
and shove it in the face of a friend

I suppose those
25 cents are like
an ignorance tax,
for not knowing
how to exactly
respond...

who slept with her husband. I'm not
sure if that 's true. But still I can 't
help but want a sash of my own, one
that says: "Vazaha aho, f a mafanta
travidin-Javatra." I may be a vazaha
but I know the price.
Unfortunately, however, I'm not
in any place to shove that sash in the
orange lady 's face. I don 't know
enough about Madagascar to know if
something like that is cultural!)
appropriate (although I' m guessing
it's not). 1 suppose those 25 cents are
like an ignorance tax, for not knowing how exactly to respond , for
being an outsider. No matter hov.
much time I spend here, no matter
how attuned I become to the ins and
outs of Malagasy culture, no matter
how many words I learn of the language, no matter how much time 1
spend thinking about the problems
of urban poverty and environmental
destruction, I will always be a vazaha in Madagascar.
Although I can 't .help wanting to
fit in, to sit with the cool Malagasy
kids at the lunch table in the overheated cafeteria farthest away from
the smelly trash cans. Everyone
wants to belong. Part of my expenence is recognizing that 1 can appieciate and learn about other cultures ,
but the culture I belong to, currently,
is the one found on Mayflower Hill
And hopefully my experience being
an outsider here—the first time I' ve
ever really been an outsider anywhere—can better help me understand my position of cultural insider
elsewhere. And, hey, it 's almost the
end of orange season. Maybe I'll
have better luck with pineapples.

Students on the Street
What are you doing with your parents this weekend?

"Going to Frccport to buy winter clothes."

—Sarah Martinez 'II

"Going on a bike ride with my dad and showing
him the hi lis...hopefully he'll survive.**

—Matt Ap pleby 'IJ

"Your mom."

—Sam Given-Dennis '09 and Nick Baranowski'09

"Milk them for all they're worth."

— Joanna Fisher '09

A call lo the stage of I Bridge editorial: It 's time f or this community to come out
the HeartbreakHouse
By DAVID STERN ESKV, JUAN
COLON, CAROLINE VOYLES
and TYLER REISSMANN
MEMBERS OF THE BRIDGE

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

Several days ago, I got an e-mail
from Laura Chakravarty Box, the
chair of the Theater & Dance
Department at Colby, asking if I wanted to play a role in a staged readingof
G. B. Shaw's Heartbreak House. I
rep lied that I had last read Heartbreak
House in a course in modern drama at
the University of Kansas in 1962.
That was 45 years ago. And 1remembered nothing—nothing—about the
play. That's what comes of taking
three graduate courses and teaching
two freshman (we said "freshman" in
those pre-politically correct days)
composition courses in one semester.
As I recall, I wasn't allowed to go to
the bathroom on Wednesdays.
Thursdays in the morning, OK. But
not Wednesdays. I don't recall anything except pure exhaustion in my
Henry James seminar on Wednesday.
James never met an excessively
extended sentence that he didn't like,
and 1 regularly skipped dinner on
Wednesdays to finish, say, The
Golden Bowl before seminar at 7:00.
So last week Ichecked Heartbreak

Look for the 88year-old crazy
captain. Just the
part for me.
House out of Miller and read my
"part." Talk about type casting. Capt
Shotover is an 88-year-old odd ball
who, one thinks, is crazy as a loon
sometimes and sly as a salamander at
others. Shotover lives with his equally weird children and their spouses,
several odd guests, and some amusing servants in a house designed to be
a replica of one of the ships that the
Captain once commanded. Since he's
88, that would be some years ago.
Just the part for me.
And mere's a whole lot of wrangling, and maneuvering,and posturing,
and boasting, and lying, and outright
bad acting among Capt Shotover and
what is now his "crew" in the odd
house—HeartbreakHouse—that is the
scene of the action in the play. People
appear and disappear, say amusing
things or pompous things and generally
botch up one another's lives And the
Captain is a part of everythinggoing on
even if he doesn't understand it Just
the partfor me.
Since the play's presentation will
coincide with publication of this
week's Echo, I'm not going to reveal
exactly what happens in Heartbreak
House. Look for the posters or the
General Announcements or whatever
and come over to Runnals to see us.
Because we'll be sitting on stools
"reading * our parts (thank God, we
don't have to memorize them; I'm the
slowest "study" in the Western
Hemisphere), and several of the actors
are professionals from New York.
Look for the 88-year-old crazy
captain. Just the part for me. At least
none of the lines is from a typical
page of Henry James. I'd topple
over, breathless, halfway through
one of his sentences.

National Coming Out Day, which
was Oct. 11, recognizes that the
process of "coming out of the closet" is
a processof self-discovery as well as
self-assertion. As members of the
Queer and Ally community at Colby
College, we need this day as a way to
heighten awareness of the GLBT (gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender)
presence on our campus. It also gives
us the opportunity to discuss ways that
the entire Colby community can collectively improve the climate for queer
students, because currentlyit is oppressively heteronormative. Some of you
may be wondering why you should
care about tins: you're straight, but
you're tolerant, so what's the problem?
When examining the campus cli-

mate for queer students, a distinction
must be made between individual
Colby students and the community
of all Colby students. Based on our
collective experiences, it seems
almost a complete majority of individual (straight) Colby students are
loyally supportive of their own queer
friends. All of the authors of this
article received heartfelt support
from our friends during our comingout processes, and we believe that
our experiences are representative
cases for Colby College . It is
admirable that the majority of individual Colby students (on an individual "case-by-case" basis) are such
supportive, helpful friends.
However, the Colby community as
a whole is an unwelcoming environment for queer students, especially
those who are not yet out of the closet.
Even though the typical individual
Colby student is tolerant, mere accep-

tance leads to indifference and apathy,
which consequently presents an intimidating atmosphere to closeted people.
The lack of outward homophobia
on our campus can be mistaken as
acceptance. Incidents do happen: one
student was called a faggot and had a
soft drink can thrown at him, and last
year homophobic scrawlings including the word "dyke" appeared on
whiteboards. But these isolated incidents, thankfully few and far
between, don't really illustrate the
latent homophobic atmosphere on our
campus. The little things, the tiny
social gestures that sometimes barely
register, are much more pervasive,
hurtful, and threatening.
There are, of course, remarkable
individuals at Colby who do everything in their power to build a great
community for queer students. We
find acceptance and genuine compassion among our friends , professors.

Proper party etiquette (don t be an idiot)

By EVAN MULLIN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dear Freshman Class,
Apparently some of you have less
common sense than Derek Zoolander
and Paris Hilton combined, so here
are some simple party tipsto help you
not be "that" freshman.
To start, DO NOT ever walk out of
a room holding a beer, open or closed;
chug out and then leave. You aren't
21, despite what your crappy fake ID
says, and even if you were, you can't

drink in public, so don't do it. If
Security does catch you, man up and
take the hit, shit happens, getting a
point isn't the end of the world.
Don't try to run from Security or
spread the blame and implicate anyone else, that's a good way to lose
friends, and if you run, chances are
Officer Dangle will probably taser
your drunken ass.
If you go to a party in someone's
room whom you don't know, introduce yourself. It's just common courtesy and a good way to meet people
and get invited back. When you go to
a room, don't stand in the doorway
with die door wide open. Ask yourself
what Steven Segal would do and
make the executive decision to go in
or leave. If you do come in, don 't
stand by the door, walk into the room
and
talk
to
other
people.
Upperclassmen won't bite, although

O.J. SIMPSON: Court's favorite celebrity
Continued From Page 6
being informed of the location of the
items, Simpson and several accomplices supposedly barged into a collector 's hotel
room, forcibly
demanding that his items be returned.
Simpson faces three to 35 years in
prison on these charges, and although
his trial date is not scheduled for
another year, the media frenzy has
already begun. Due to the disparities
between the accounts of two witnesses and the general aura of fascination
surrounding Simpson, this trial
promises to be "juicy."
It 's easy to be critical of Simpson's
reputation; to scoff at his past and
present legal woes. Many people
believe he committed murder, got
away with it, and has shown little
remorse in recent interactions and
what some believe to have been a
grossly insensitive book publishing
fiasco. But recent events nave made it
strikingly clear that Simpson is not
all bad. His dark past aside, it is more
more appropriate to praise Simpson
for these recent actions rather than
berate him. Perhaps he is not the role
model we would have asked for, but
Simpson—albeit unintentionally—
has illuminated an immensely troubling trend that is now taking the
nation by storm..
Sports memorabilia and collectible
theft (SMCT) has been on the rise
since the early 'nineties. Each year,
dozens of collectibles are either taken

from registeredowners and hobbyists
by force, or mysteriously "lost in
some box in the basement," never to
be seen again.
Peter Johnson ' 11 recalls his traumatizing experience with SMCT: "I was in
the 5th grade when Tommy 'Pink-Eye'
McCormick ripped off my Kenny
Lofton rookie card during Tuesday
recess .And man, I just never let that
go." Fortunately for Peter, justicewas
served Mr. McCormick was apprehended in 2002 after several autographed footballs found in his
residence were traced back to a black
market memorabilia-trading ring,
which often swapped collectibles
priced in therange of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Many, however, are not so fortunate. Cases similar to the one involving Mr. Simpson often go unreported,
uninvestigated, and unresolved.
Hopefully, the attention garnered by
Mr. Simpson's case will prompt
SMCT victims to contact the proper
authorities, bringing an end to this
disgraceful abuse of the honorable
athleticism of such well-known sports
icons. OJ, since we know the police
are not your friends, thank heavens
you took this into your own hands in
such a time of desperate measures. It
was obviously worth the risk, and we
thank you for "taking one for the
team," on this one.
If you are a victim of SMCT, we
urge you to write to your elected officials, informing them of your feel'
ings about this topical issue.

we may sling skeazy lines at you.
Always offer to pay for alcohol, 99
percent of the parties you will go to
over your four years at Colby will be
charging. It 's a part of life, get over it
and bring five bucks with you when
you go out. No one likes the cheap-ass
who "forgot" his or her wallet. Learn
how to drink responsibly because neither McDreamy, McSteamy, George
Clooney nor the hot chick from
Knocked Up and Grey s' work at Maine
General. Also don't go into an upperclassman's room on a Thursday night
and steal booze while they are at the
bar, because we will cut your hands off.
If you don't get jokes about things
that happened in the mid-1990s this
article pertains to you. Either smarten
up or start playing Risk, the Game of
World Domination, on Saturday nights.

coaches , and neighbors. Without
them , many of the GLBT students
here would still be closeted and miserable. Yet as supportive as our friends
might be of us as individuals, little is
done in the community as a whole to
foster a sense of true acceptance,
instead of just tolerance. Few people
are willing to be vocal advocates of
GLBT equality. We encourage
National Coming Out Day not only
for queer people who are ready to exit
the closet, but also as a call to everyone to "come out " as an All y to the
queer community.
Coming out is an essential act for
a queer person. It is a liberating act ,
because nothing is more liberating
than telling the truth , especially
when that truth has been denied ,
repressed and hidden for so many
years. But coming out isn 't limited
to one day a year. Everyone in the
world , whether they 're gay or

straight , is "coming out " in some
way every day: maybe you just hate
peanut butter , or you love the Spice
Girls , or you 're Canadian, or you 're
a dog person and not a cat person , or
you 're Jewish , or you have an
embarrassing middle name. The
more you reveal about yourself, the
better everyone around you can
understand the person you are.
That 's what National Coming Out
Day is really about—learning to
understand other people , because it 's
understanding —not just tolerancethat creates a truly accepting community.
(Disclaimer: Four people contributed to this article. We hope to have
accurately represented the situation of
the queer population at Colby, but we
can 't speak for everyone. Everyone's
opinions will be different and we can 't
encompass them all. To contact the
Bridge, e-mail bndge@coIby.edu.)
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Arts & Entertainment

this week

Gonzalez p erf orms f or Hispanic Heritage Month
By MEAGHAN FITZGERALD
STAFF WRITER

FRIDAY, OCT. 12 '
• 2007 COOT DVD showing
8:00 a.m.
Parker Reed Room
• The "Early Show" First A
Cappella Concert
6:00 p.m.
Waterville Opera House
• Heartbreak House b y
George Bernard Shaw
7:30 pjn.
Strider Theater
• The "Late Show" First A
Cappella Concert
8:00 p.m.
Waterville Opera House
SATURDAY, OCT. 13
• 2007 COOT DVD showing
8:00 ajn.
ParkerReed Room
¦Colby Woodsmen Team
Demonstration
11:00 a.m.
Fields/Woodmen
• Colby Dancers* Performance
12:30 p.m.
Given* Auditorium
• Colby Improv Performance
2:00 p.m.
Given Auditorium
¦ Tonr of the Colby College
Museum of Art
2:00 p.m.
Art Museum Lobby
• Tour of the Miller Library
Tower
2:00 p.m.
Miller Library/Tower
• Colby Improv Performance
4:00 p.m.
Given Auditorium
¦Music in My Soul
Chorale Performance
4:00 p.m.
Art Museum/Schupf Wing
• Jazz Performance
6:00 p.m.
Given Auditorium
• Cat on a Hot Tin Roof by
Tennessee Williams
7:30 pj n.
Strider Theater
• Homecoming Concert:
Slightly Stoopid
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.
Page Commons
A
performance
by
Forbidden Broadway
8:00 p.m.
Waterville Opera House

National Hispanic Heritage Month.
which tuns from Sept. 15to Oct. 15of
each year, honors the diversity and
hentage of peoples of Spanish-speaking background-, that have come to
America from over 20 different countries. The Pug h Community Board
supplemented the celebration with its
first event of the year and brought to
Mayflower Hill the Caribbean sounds
and Latin rhythms
of Jose Gonzale2
and his
Banda
Cnolla
on
Thursday. Oct. 4.
Jose Gonzalez, not
to be confused with
the Swedish folk
artist of the same
name , has produced
hts own music to
much acclaim and
has had his songs
featured on numerous television networks including
PBS , NBC and CNN. Thanks to the
PCB, the sounds of Gonzalez were
available for one night on the Hill.
A small crowd had already seated
itself in Page Commons by the scheduled start time of the event. The Page
decor had been spiced up to highlight
the Hispanic theme of the night and
white light strings and balloons filled
the space. PCB had also provided colorful handouts with information about
the many diverse Hispanic countries of
the world Although due to technical
difficulties , some audience participation was required to.get the music
going, once the full piano had been
lifted on to the stage to replace the
faulty electric one. Gonzalez and his
five member Banda Cnolla wasted no

time in beginning the show.
Their first song. Azulc . an upbeat
instrumental piece, seemed at odds
with the seated audience as
Gonzalez 's music was just begging fot
dancers. By the second number , however, the majority of the chairs had
been forgotten as the irresistible
Latin beat swept through the room.
The dancing continued as Gonzalez
performed traditional music from
Puerto
Rico , Cuba and the
Dominican Republic. A few members of the audience
who
had
been
returning from their
practice with the
Colby
Ballroom
Dance Team even
re-donned
their
dancing shoes to
show
off
their
moves. Dance team
member
Laura
Perille '08 commented on the event ,
"I wish we had these
[concerts] every night!"
One of the event organizers and a
PCB member, Kate Vasconi '09,
shared her thoughts on the concert
saying, "It 's been great! This is the
first year we've had this kind of
event and it 's great it 's off the
ground. Everyone 's having a good
time." With such a strong start from
PCB, the attendees of the Gonzalez
concert are certainly looking forward
to more of the Board 's events.
Unfortunately it seemed the event
suffered from lack of publicity.
Despite the enthusiastic audience
members who stayed for the whole
show and a few students who wandered into Page upon hearing the
music while walking through Pulver
Pavilion , relatively few members of

Shepherds'Dog
JAMIE POSTER
STAFF WRITER

When Sam Beam came out with his
first album . The Creek Drank the
Cradle, in 7002. there was a clear
influence of old-time offbeat folkies
like Nick Drake. It was an extremely
bare and basement production, but
Sub Pop released this album with
high hopes. Indeed, it was received
with pleasure, but also with raised
eyebrows-is this guy for real? Simple
guitars, banjos, washboards... this was
not a contemporary sound. By 2004,
he released his second album Our
Endless Numbered Days, a more finely tuned version of his first album, and
everybody loved it—even sweeter
melodies and harmonies, beautiful,
calming voice. Elliott Smith had just
died. Who next? Sam Beam!

Gonzalez's
music offered a
refreshing new
flavor of music
to the campus
for one evening.
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Gonzalez performing in Page Commons in honor of Hispanic Heritage Month.

the Colby community seemed aware
of the event. If PCB is going to be
offering such enjoyable events in the
future , students on campus should
certainly make a greater effort to take
advantage of them.
Gonzalez 's music offered a
refreshing new flavor of music to
the campus for one evening.

Students had the chance to dance,
enjoy original live music and to be
exposed to a diverse and rich culture before the conclusion of
National Hispanic Heritage Month.
With a great start to it 's event calendar , I expect to sec some more successful events from the PCB over
the coming months.

SUNDAY, OCT. 14
• Autumn Moon Cake Festival
5:00 pjn.
AMS Party Space
MONDAY, OCT. 15
• Yoga
4:30 p.m.
330 Aerobics Room
- Stitch - n Bitch Knitting Club
8:00 p.m.
Mariner Lounge
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 17
•Meatbead Films Showing:
"Wanderland"
6:00 p.m.
Olin l
FRIDAY, OCT. 19
¦
Anime Club Meeting
4:00 p.m.
Lovejoy 100

Emily Manzo playing John Cage s' music on the Prepared Piano admidst two multi-media videos in Lormier Chapel.

ROB KIEV1T/THE COLBY ECHO

Something different; a performance of John Cage
By JENNY DEAN
STAFF WRITER

The black curves, shiny ivory keys
and proud branding Baldwin on its
mighty bow heralded to the simple
onlooker: "1 am a piano " But this honest, cup-of-joe, benign-looking instrument was to grace the stage for a
concert perhaps unique in the history of
Colby College performance. This was
no ordinary piano. In a performance on
Saturday night, Emily Manzo played
this rather extraordinary piano to proportionally unordinary effects, honoring the legacy of John Cage.
Cage's instrument, the "Prepared
Piano ," begs some explanation.
Firstly—for the benefit of those of us
who do not dwell upon the technicalities of musical instruments—the
pianoforte is a member of the percussion family By hitting a key, one sets
in motion a mechanism that will hammer a string in the belly of the instrument The percussive nature of the
piano is often overlooked simply
because of its extremel y melodious
aspect For many. I venture , the concept of meddling with the piano 's delicate
apparatus
approaches
unthinkable , for the likes of someone
who wishes lo give my mother severe
emotional trauma. But John Cage cap-

italized on the opportunity to fuss with
the entrails of the noble instrument.
With a variety of materials—screws,
plastic, bolts and one rubber eraser—
and experimentation he distorted the
strings of the piano, wedging the
objects in amongst the innards of the
beast. Through this process, the ubiquitous and highly
identifiable instrument was made radically
different,
producing a shocking variety of noises
One piano was made
to create a whole
percussion orchestra
of cymbals anti
chimes, woodblock;;
and
indefinable
thuds, and very few
remnants of the
instrument 's previous form.
Through
the
medium of this
highly
irrcgulai
instrument , Manzc
performed Cage 's
seminal piece for the Prepared Piano ,
Sonatas and Interludes . She played
with both a great deal of gusto, and
surely all the style and precision for
which she was hailed in the program
notes. However, the performance

Music Review:
Iron & Wine 's

itself was rather a departure from
standard music.
Manzo sat forward with the audience, facing two monolithic screens,
manned by visual artists David
Philli ps and Paul Rowley. Projections
on the screens changed throughout
the piece , ranging from cuckoo
clocks to drips of
paint , to neon wire
seeming to revolve
in perspective, waxing forward and
waning into the distance. Phillips and
Rowley collaborated with Manzo to
synchronize images
and
percussion.
Some
things
occurred at very
specific moments ,
while others seemed
to
freel y
flow.
There were balloons', small children, animals, and
amorphous nebulas
of light. Images
were often filtered and viewed
through other images. Thus , the visual and audible arts mingled.
Manzo explained something of the
reasoning behind the Combination of
arts and her trio 's efforts to reflect the

Projections on
the screens
changed
throughout the
piece, ranging
from cuckoo
clocks, to drips
of paint, to neon
wire seeming to
revolve in perspective...

so-called "flavors of rasa , the eight
emotions associated with the classical Hindu theory of beauty.
Apparently, Cage studied extensively
in this area, and was known to often
refer to the theory ot rasa in explaining his musical endeavors. However,
ft has never been clear how his music
connects with the religious theory.
The viewer did not need any convincing to be somewhat at a loss in
facing the performance. At times, it
was difficult to decide how it was
best to take in the show, which element of the performance to focus on ,
or whether to focus at all , as there
was a certain hypnotic element to the
whole ordeal. Cage 's composition is
marked by repetition, alternately
playfully amusing and mind-numbing. The video element of the performance often mimicked the music's
style. Each element played with concepts of form and shape through distortion of the relatively common into
the unrecognizable. Particularly
toward the end, the video projections
became fast repetitive with flashing
dots. The effect was somewhat dizzying. In fact , the entire ordeal was
rather baffling; no doubt , baffling in
a good way. We are provided with so
much order in a college setting; surely, there is some enriching aspect to
confusion as well.

Iron & Wine
Shepherd's Dog
Sub Pop
Of course, it didn 't hurt that by
2004 the modern freak-folk revolution had taken over. Sam Beam
began being compared to Sufjan
Stevens and Devendra Banhart,
although his southern roots and placebased poetry tie him closer and to Lead
Belly and William Faulkner.
2004. Beam does covers: Postal
Service's "Such Great Heights" is fea^
tured on The Garden State soundtrack, Stereolab's "Peng!" becomes an
iTunes exclusive. Beam does soundtrack for In Good Company and writes
epic ballad "The Trapeze Swinger,"
still his most downloaded song. 2004
is a very busy year. Whew.
In 2005 , Iron & Wine comes out
with two new EP's. Sam Beam gets
tired—hibernates
two
years '
Rumor has it , he 's been playing
1
hop-scotch with his children and
riding around on his tractor.
In preparing for ShepherdsDog,it is;
clear that Beam is using his 2005 EPsas
a platform, incorporating more instra-

His lyrics are new
and exciting; he
builds upon his
motif of religious
reference with a
more surreal
atmosphere.
ments—a bass, drums, the occasional
sitar and a thicker rhythm sectio—an
actual band, if you will. While one might
worry that such an addition might taint
the beauty and simplicity of his songs,
fear not He is able to maintain his distinct sound through lyrics, melodies and
rhythm. The embellishments are refreshing to his sound and it is always exciting
to watch artists grow in a positive direction. His lyrics are new and exciting; he
builds upon his motif of religious references with a more surreal atmosphere.
"In our days, we will live like our ghosts
will live: Pitching glass at the cornfield'
crows and folding clothes," Beam sings'
in his song "Resurrection Fern." "The
Devil Never Sleeps" sounds like rowdy,
soulful blues, relaxed by Beam's folk
roots. "House By The Sea" sets up a,
swamp-like, ethereal atmosphere unique
to Shepherd'
s Dog. All in all, this is an
exciting step in Iron & Wine's progres-'
sion. If you found his older music to be
monotonous, leave your preconceptions
behind when approaching this album. If,
however, you prefer the gentle, rnorning
music from his earlier days, don't be discouraged by the change of pace.

Movie Review:

Spotlight on the Arts

The Jane A usten Book Club
By OLIVIA STF.RI.1NG
STAFF WRITER

In one of the opening scenes of The
Jane Austen Book Club we see a group
of people assembled at an elaborate
funeral , which we eventually realize is
lor a dog. Jocelyn, played by Maria
(kilo, has chosen a life of contented
>pinsterfaood , passed in the company
of her dogs. After the funeral, her
Incnd Daniel (Jimmy Smits) states
ihat canine relationships can 't be
ojuated to human interaction. His
daughter Allegra (Maggie Grace) disagrees with him, as she respects
Maria 's outlook on life. We see that
Daniel's attitude is also challenged
when he reveals to his wife Sylvia
(Amy Brenneman) that he has been
cheating on her and wants a divorce
utter 20 years of marriage).
Distraught and heartbroken, Sylvia
declares that she doesn 't want to do
anything else from now on except
hide under the covers and read.
Middle-aged Bemadette (Kathy
Baker) suggests the idea of a book
club in which they cover the works of
J*ie Austen over a period of six
months. "It will be the perfect antidote to life," she says. The club iniof
i^lly consists Bemadette, Jocelyn,
Salvia, Allegra, and Prudie (Emily
Blunt)—a high school French teacher
<|ho has never been to France. They
realize, however, that they need a
ixth person because Austen wrote six
j ovels. Jocelyn remedies this by
pviting a younger man named Grigg
Hugh Dancy) who once tried to pick
ncr up, in hopes that she can fix him
up with Sylvia. In response to this,
[Bemadette points out that Jocelyn is
such an Emma," meaning that she
loves to play matchmaker.
Aside from the male representation
that Grigg brings to the table, his
un familiarity with Austen 's work
adds a fresh perspective as they gather at monthly meetings. Before the
book club, Grigg never read anything

but science fiction. But with each
novel , he finds himself more and
more engrossed so that he too
becomes an Austen fanatic. At fust,
Jocelyn snickers at the fact that he
biker wear to all of the meetings, and
at his initial belief that the novels are
sequels to each other. But despite her
efforts to keep Grigg at bay, she finds
herself beginning to like him and
comes to find his passion for science
fiction endearing.
Meanwhile, Prudie develops a
crush on one of her high school students and takes it further than her

integral voice of the younger generation. Oddly enough, we get almost no
glimpses into the life of Bemadette,
though she is the group 's leader and
has fun lines such as "Our world is an
English village!"
The actors do a good job of conveying the fun that comes from having
heated literary discussions. Reading
Jane Austen not only binds the group
together, but it informs the decisions it
makes. When Jocelyn melodramatically says, "Reading Jane Austen 's a
freakin ' minefield ," she more or less
encapsulates what the film is about. A

STAFF WRITER

By JOEROSE THARAKAN

week" (courtesy Willis), is a "germaphobe" (Bolduc), has "slapped
almost every male member of the
team" and "believes that British
everything is better" (self)- It is largely believed that when Boyd leaves,
Improv will die a natural death.
Yes, this is the serious part of the
interview. On we go...
Sanders and Hilt were first-year
roommates and there is some debate
as to who inspired who first in the
arts of improvisation. I sense that it 's
wise to decline comment. They did
confess to a preference for Pantene

STAFF WRITER

Oh Colby Improvl What can 1 say
about them? This interview was
quite unlike anything I'd ever
attempted before. It was with a great
sense of foreboding that I walked
into Dana 142, the seat of power of
those masters of chaos who are so
well known within the Colby bubble.
Now I have to say up front that my
relationship with Colby Improv
goes way back. Having been a victim of Theater COOT, I was well
acquainted with all of Colby
Improv 's aspiring members, some of
whom went on to actually make the
Improv team. But even such tender
and early groundwork could not
have prepared me for the babble and
excitement that I was to witness in
Dana 142 on a glorious Saturday
evening. We started off with about
half the group there to greet me—
Esther Boyd '09, Rebecca Litwack
'11, Andrew Bolduc "10, Leigh
Bullion '10—and gradually built up
with the arrival of Diistm Hilt '08,
Patrick Sanders '08, Brett Willis '08
and Peter Perry-Friedman '09 or
' 10J (debatable, to suit his fancy, in before the College imposed its
the eyes of his teammates). And if round of budget cuts, and have now
you'd like to get to know them bet- substituted down to Suave. On the
ter, please follow the wise words of subject of the Colby budget crunch,
Mr. Sanders and "look it up at colby- Improv is planning to auction off
improv.com." I can assure you that dates with its sassy members in
you'll be in for a treat.
order to pay for the copious
Nevertheless, I decided to skip amounts of pizza needed for conthe online search and find out what sumption to get an Improv show off
they're all about in person. The only the ground and running. I'm also
problem was that I was laughing too told that Bullion "gets her ovaries
hard to ask any questions. They harvested once a month" to condecided amongst themselves that tribute toward the same endeavors.
the best way to go about this is to
Litwack is their newest member
ask each other to offer opinions on and at the bottom of the food-chain
the rest of the troupe, in true improv pecking order that Colby Improv
style. Comments like "Colby operates on. "Basically it 's a hierarimprov is rock 'n rollin * ..." chy of control based on when you
(Bolduc) and "I was doing improv were accepted [to the team] by year
when you were just a fetus" and then age," explained Perry(Sanders) are inevitable. It was like Friedman and Boyd in tandem. At
a mini-version of the COOT rally this point it is revealed that the team
performance, put on especially for
me. Wait, did I say "mini"?
On a more serious note, I discovered that Colby Improv first made
an appearance between the years of
1997-99 when it started off as a way
to inject humor and disruption into
the campus tours planned by
Admissions. "Messing with tours
became so frequent that Colby
Improv was bom out of the effort,
and that's the Legend of Colby
Improv," Boyd said with the air of
someone adept at story-telling.
Incidentally, Boyd happens to be
the club's president, treasurer,
woman-m-charge, "has a different Colby Improv '08
man in her room every day of the

— On the subject
of the Colby
budget crunch,
Improv is planning to auction
off dates with its
sassy members...

usual reserved temperament would
allow. We leam that her mother is a
pot-smoking hippy, and that Prudie's
upbringing was marred by her erratic
behavior. Prudie's husband is busy
with work and doesn 't come through
with his promise to take her to Paris.
By reading Austen and fantasizing
about her student, Prudie tries to reconcile some of these issues.
As for Sylvia, she starts out in a
state of emotional disrepair but eventually gets stronger. When Daniel
comes crawling back to her, we begin
to wonder whether or not she will give
in like the protagonist of Persuasion.
Less emphasis is put on Sylvia 's
daughter, though she too suffers
romantic travails and represents the

lot of Jane Austen 's themes are
reflected in their own lives: misunderstanding, romance and shifting opinions of each other. And eventually, the
characters do get out of their books
and into their lives.
I found The Jane Austen Book
Club entertaining, the way I enjoy
discussing a good book. Still , I
don 't think it is necessary to be
familiar with Austen 's work
before heading over to (he theater.
Jane Austen 's legacy is such that
you will understand (he themes
they refer to—just think of
"Clueless ," which is a spin on
"Emma " or the fact Ihat "Bridget
Jones ' Diary " is a modern-day
"Pride & Prejudice."

Spearsloses custody battle to Barney
By JULIA ESSENBURG

Colby Improv 2008

vising a classic song to fit the comedic
scene. The result was that the scene
felt like a fusion of The Sound of
Music and Surf Nazis Must Die.
The event was made even better by
the involvement of the audience. Most
games required audience participation
in some form and this helped to keep
everyone's attention sharp. The game
"Fishbowl" utilized the audience most
effectively. Small scraps of paper and
pens were passed around to members
of the audience who were told to write
a random quote on the page. The two
Improv team members in the skit then
had to incorporate the lines directly

into the scene. Despite the difficulty
of the task, the cast somehow managed to make even the most haphazard of quotes seem like it had a place
in the scene.
Although I felt that some of the
skits and games were undoubtedly
better than others , the performance
was overall very enjoyable. There
were humorous moments, shocking
moments and certainly several
"wtf moments. The Improv Team
has demonstrated its ability to
deliver a varied and interesting program. Future performances will be
hotly anticipated.

A pregnant , whiskered Britney
Spears made her debut on the Spa
Mage last week alongside children 's rights activist and TV superior Barney. The two quarrelled
jver Britney 's fitness for parenthood and Barney, after forcing a
premature delivery, eloped with
Britney 's baby in tow.
The story of Barney and Britney is
just one example of the hilariously
'andom skits put on by Colby
Improv during its first full-length
Performance of the year. The event
included a series of short improvisation games that allowed audience
Participation and demonstrated the
Improv Team's talent.
The night began with an informal
gmdc for first-years on how to
behave on the Colby campus. Advice
deluded: never greet upperclassmen , never ask questions and avoid
'be Health Center. In the next game,
1 performer took on the role of a
'img man cursed with a strange and
abominable disease: every time he
nought about something dirty he
'Mnsformed into a raptor and
attacked anyone in his vicinity, leading to the unfortunate death of a col¦'gue , both parents and his
TOM OOUJER/THE COLBV ECMC
^andmother. Other characters from Colby Improv giving their return performance to Cotter Union.
'he night included Nazi officers , a
iUperhero
telemarketer,
a
^andinavian plumber and a hopelessly awful ninja.
Find out about..
1 was most impressed by the
Oscar Moments skit. In mis game.
Die audience gave members of the
The Teaching Institute Is a yearlong, teaching-intensive
'mprov Team a movie suggestion,
internship program for prospective K-8 educators. Graduates
f&ey then improvised a script and
of this program emerge from their yearlong experience with
b <-'gan to act out
the film,
a Master's degree In Teaching Methodology, eligibility for
fotcrmittently another member of the
state certificationand a fuH year experience in classroom
roup would demand that the scene
teachin g.
freeza and would then give the
*ctors on stage a particular Oscar
Together with The University of New England . Berwick
¦legory that their film won. The
Academy has created a uniquely affordable, effective and
-inrs had to prove how the film
defensible teaching preparation program. The Teaching
"on the award by acting out the winInstitute lakes place on the 80-acre Berwick Academy campus
ing scene on stage. The Improv
,L "n acted out a movie based on
where housing is available, i
,
German officers discovering a large,
armed balloon. Among the Oscar
For mora «femw6on .
A
C A
0 E
M Y
l "iegories was "Best Original
^
contact
Nancy Ramsey at iij?
._
...,..„ .
WTmfw viCvivrlCv
_ __ .
.
*"ig." The team member given this
vumseyQbfWKkacmtemy.oqi
^» m **y few.
'^k performed brilliantly by improwww berwickac^wtorTwocni'nbout/tenchirkn institutn erm

INTERESTED IN TEACHING?
The Teaching Institute

f LBERWICK

extends beyond the Colby sphere;
they have a younger member who is
yet to make an appearance, goes by
the alias 'Sonic 1 and is fondly
referred to as their "'collective baby"
as well as a certain Steve Holt '09
who by the way "should start turning
up to practices, even if [he 's]
abroad" (Willis). With regards to the
baby, 1 suspect that it 's either an animal or Hilt 's niece who came up
once or twice in their plans for the
upcoming Parents * Weekend show.
I' m told that they plan to be extremely PC for the show, and I leave you
to make your own judgments.
So how do they pull it all off? "We
pick games through divine intervention." And apparently that 's not all
they do. Many of the team are
actively involved in Powder & Wig;
Perry-Friedman and Bolduc will feature in the upcoming "Around the
World in 80 Days." Bolduc also does
Broadway Musical Review, while
Hilt and Willis prefer to travel the
world, having tucked Australia and
Japan under their belts junior year.
Sanders just runs the College.
At this point it appears that I
have overstayed into time scheduled for their bi-annual, per semester, couple of weeks, every "other
day tradition , which rums out to be
top secret so I'm none the wiser. I
quickly seek any pearls of wisdom
they may have for my aspiring readers—"We actively discourage
preparation; however, if you 're
keen to do so, we can confirm that
O-Chem is the best class you can
take to prepare yourself Also
Anatomy, Queer Shakespeare and
Advanced Facebook." There you
have it-don't say I never did you
any favors. And what does this
"rock 'n' rollin" team have in store
for us? Lots of the usual comedy
p lus the added treat of the Comp lete
Works of William Shakespeare at the
end of the year. They only do this
every other year so you don't want
to miss this chance of a lifetime!

TOM BOUIEtt/THE CfXBY ECHO

^R JAN PLAN IOTERNSHffs
• Appfy for a paid HR internship during Jan
Plan www* ooonw *» II m »—i

• Get to know what being a Head Resident
entails
• Leam to buiM community& foster healthy
relationships
• Gain leadership and interpersonalskills!
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Here 's What's Playing Fri.
Sept. through Thurs. Sept. 20

ACROSS THE UNIVERSE
PG 13 Nightly at 5:10 and 7:45;
also matinees Sat. and Sun at
12:00 and 2:35

M1p;//www.aplby.*4q/»tlmkitstrmtloi> ea/ det/ n *

Optional InformationSessions'.
1) Mary Low Coffee House, October 16* .

8:30 pm
2) Anthony l" Floor Lounge. October 18*.
8:30 pm

Applications AM Wednesday, October 24*,
2007.
Interview* Saturday, November 3", 2007

please,
recycle this echo!

MILAREPA
PG Nightly at 5:20. 7:10 and
9:00; also matinees Sat. and Sun.
at 1:10 and 3:10

THE JANE AUSTIN
BOOK CLUB
PG 13 Nightly at 4:50 and 9:20;
also matinees Sat. and Sun. at
2:45

IN THE VALLEY OF ELAII
R Nightly at 7:00;
also matinees Sat. and Sun. at
12:15

Women 's soccer drops two matches

iPlay Devastator of the Week

By AMANDA ROEHN

Jamie Leake 'II

STAFF WRITER

The competitiveness of New
England Small College Athletic
Conference soccer is apparent through
the struggle of the women's soccer
team in its efforts to notch a victory.
Though the Mules have battled
through six tough conference games,
the results have yet to be in their favor.
While undefeated against non-conference opponents, Colby is still looking
to secure a NESCAC win. This past
weekend , Colby traveled to both
Wesleyan University and Williams
College to take on these two conference opponents.
Saturday 's game against Wesleyan
signified an especially prominent
battle because both teams were yet to
earn
a
NESCAC
victory.
Unfortunately for Colby, the Mules
fell behind early against the
Cardinals who managed to score two

Jaime Leake '11 of the Quality Ass iPlay competitive
soccer team had two magnificent shots in his team's
recent loss to team Pater: one resulted in his team's only
goal in the 1-4 spanking, and the other shuck his own
teammate squarely in the back of the head, reportedly
causing a minor concussion. "It was the best shot I'd taken
in years," the photogenic Leake said of the knuckleball
rocket that drove his unnamed teammate to the ground.
Leake continues to be a force on the field , though he has
been unable to wreak similar havoc upon the opposing
teams, as Quality Ass boasts an 0-3 record.

tPlay Highlights
SOCCER:
Soren Craig-Muller '09 appears again in the highlights section after netting two goals in the Club
Bailers FC's narrow 2-1 victory over The Worst The
Best Can Get. Both assisted by teammate Josh Keman
' 10. the first was a soaring header off of a long throw
in, and the second was driven in after a leading
through-ball left Craig-Muller one-on-one with the
opposing keeper. Goalie Nolan Gagne '08 maintained
FC's winning margin with impressive stopping power
in net.

FIELD HOCKEY:
Team Frolunda played with composure and heart in
their 2-2 tie with powerhouse Team Glorious. David
Bacchus '10 netted a goal before unfortunately rolling
his ankle, keeping him out of the second half Katie
Butler '09 and Emily Cook *1I rounded out their
threat on offense, while Emma McLeavey-Weeder '09
controlled from the back.

had ten shots with Mike Butler '08
leading the team with three shots.
After the weekend's games, Colby
hasa3-4-l overall record with a 1-4-1
record in the NESCAC. The soccer
team is not getting down though, "The
desire is still there We are a determined team and we will use this weekend as motivation for the upcoming
games." Sciberhng said, adding, "We
are a good team that had a bad weekend " Even though the Mules had a
rough weekend, they still have a good
chance to win the National Soccer
Coaches Association of America Team

Academic Award (or
NSCAATAA) for the
seventh year in a row.
Serdjenian echoed the
team 's optimistic outlook
for the rest of the season.
"We have good senior
leadership and I' m confident we'll hit our stride
over these final three
weeks," Serdjenian said.
Co-captains Will Kinder
'08 and Jamie Waters *08
will provide that leadership as the Mules look
forward to Saturday 's
match-up
against
Amherst.

By NICK CI 1NKKLMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colby now falls to a 3-4-1 record.

HUPMOIO

When explorer William Clark first
laid eyes on the Pacific Ocean, his
exuberance stretched beyond the great
continent that he and Meriwether
Lewis had crossed. "Ocean in view!
O! The joy!" he wrote in his journal.
The expedition , a nineteen-month
journey to map the west, established
not only a route to the Pacific but also
a means of growth—physically and
culturally—-for the young country. The
western territories were the first to

elect female governors, the first to
grant female suffrage and the first to
outlaw slavery. Colorado, the nation 's
38th state, entered the union in 1876 as
the "Centennial State." Thirty-six
years later, in 1912, Arizona became
the nation 's 48th state and the last of
the contiguous states admitted. By that
time professional baseball had been
well established in America, and over
ninety years later, two National
League West teams meet for the first
time in the League Championship
Series. This October, manifest destiny
can be found in the Sonoran Desert
and the Rocky Mountains.
The beauty of the route that the
Arizona Diamondbacks and Colorado
Rockies took to get to the precipice of
the World Series lies in its unconventional nature. If there was ever a
method to bushwhack one 's way to a
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goal against Williams was huge ,"
Captain Meggie Herlihy '08 sad. "ft
gave us the momentum we needed to
battle for the remainder of the game
and it shocked our overconfident
opponents. They knew then theyM
have to compete."
And Williams certainly did compete. The Ephs scored five goals}
against the Mules coming away with a
5-1 victory, extending their streak to
11-0. Williams has only given up two
goals so far this season, and Colby was
able to tally one of them. "There's no
way to discredit Williams on their performance on Sunday," Herlihy said ,
adding, "They are one of the most
highly skilled and trained teams in the
NESCAC and in the nation. Colby's
personal victory was in how v, e
matched them for 90 minutes. Wc
showed a lot of heart that day." This
personal victory for the Mules should
help them go into their upcoming
match-up against Amherst College on
Oct. 13 with some confidence.

Wild wild West, baseball's new frontier

MEN'S SOCCER: To play Amherst during Parents Homecoming Weekend
Continued From Page 12

early in the second half. Wesleyan
(2-7, 1-4 NESCAC) was up by two at
the half , but Lexi Bohonnon '10
managed to end the shut out by scoring a goal with just a little over a
minute left in the game. The
Cardinals held on to their lead, beating the Mules 2-1 with goals contributed by Sam Blank and Kaitlin
Ashley. Colby was out-shot by
Wesleyan eight to 16, but first-year
goaltender Loni Pisani managed to
come away with seven saves. This
Cardinal victory pulled Wesleyan out
of their slump of six one-goal losses
in a row prior to the Oct. 6 contest.
After a disappointing outing against
Wesleyan, Colby had to compete in
another conference match-up on
Sunday against an undefeated Eph
squad. Colby came out strong in the
first half scoring first just seven minutes into the game. Meghan Edwards
' 10 put the ball past the Eph goalkeeper after an assist from senior Captain
Lauren Goethals. "Scoring the first
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big series, it was taken by eacl of
these clubs. Arizona, the division winner, ran in the thick of the NL west
forest for most of the season, constantly trading the lead with Los
Angeles and San Diego. B y
September, Arizona's young talent
and hustle play brought it to the drision lead, and it fed off energetic pity
for the rest of the month. The D-Bacs
clinched the West on Sept. 28 and preceded to brush away the haples
Cubs in the Division Series. In tl ¦

decisive third game, 24 year-old oufielder Chris Young led off the gam'
with a first-pitch home run into tin
Wrigley Field bleachers. In one
swing,
Young
injected
the
Diamondbacks with their dangerous
brand of energy and took all the life
out of the North Siders. Arizona
cruised to a 5-1 win and into their second-ever NLCS. Three years ago, this
team lost 111 games. Now, it's fighting for a World Series birth.
But facing them are the Colorado
Rockies, a team whose potency even
the Diamondbacks are fully aware
of. "They're like a freight train,"
says Arizona manager Bob Melvin
"They 're probably the best club right
now in all of baseball." Yet not only
is this Rockies team red-hot; it is
also downright historic. Colorado 's
14-1 end to the regular season marks
only the third time in National
League history that a team has won
14 of its last 15 games. Consider
their insane victory in the one-game
playoff with the Padres for the NL
wildcard, a game that they won in
the 13th inning by scoring three runs
off the seemingly untouchable
Trevor Hoffman, as a testament to
the Rocky Mountain will. From
there ,
Colorado
swept
the
Philadelphia Phillies by hitting up a
storm and pitching in the clutch. On
Sept. 10, this team was seven games
behind the Diamondbacks and not
even in the playoff picture. Now, it 's
looking to climb into its first ever
World Series.
As one would expect, intra-division championship series always
carry added excitement because both
teams are so familiar with each
other 's strengths and weaknesses
Colorado and Arizona played to the
tune of 18 times this regular season.
even opening and closing 2007
against each other at Coors Field in
Denver. But their paths have crossed
more than just on the field this year
Both teams are expansion franchises—the Rockies a product of 1993
and the Diamondbacks of 1998—and
both are reaping the rewards ot
homegrown talent. Both teams p lay
in small market cities for baseball,
and between their fields they share
the most elevation in all of Major
League Baseball (Coors Field sits at
5200 ft. above sea level , Chase Field
at 1100 ft.). In fact, the last team to
beat the tamale-hot Rockies was
none other than the Arizona
Diamondbacks. On Sept. 28, the day
the D-Backs clinched the west; they
celebrated in the visitor 's clubhouse
at Coors Field. Said a champagnedoused Bob Melvin at the time, "If*
been a crazy year so far. Maybe th>-'
craziness isn 't over." In the wild Newest, there certainly won't be a lack
of excitement as both teams look to
the horizon and the prospect of gold
in October territory.

Devastator of the Week

.

COURTESY OF SCOTT PORTER/WESLEVAN UNtVERSiTY

joal keeper Jamie Enos '08 saves a Cardinal shot in net last weekend. She had an outstanding 20 saves against Wesleyan on Oct. 6.

Field hockey loses two overtime NESCAC matches
i I

_J

By SARAH BRUCE
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, the Mules '
ield hockey team suffered two deviating losses. Consistent with a
majority of its season, both losses
in
^ ere overtime.
Saturday's game against Wesleyan
Jniversity was tough, and Colby
ought 13:40 minutes into overtime, to
nd with a final score of 1-2. Coach
vny Bematchez said, "Wesleyan has
. very different style of field hockey
Ouch took us out of our game a little
>it " Jaime Enos *08 gave a standout
icrfonnance in goal with 20 saves and
s currently the leader in the NESCAC
or saves per game. The first half was
toreless, and the second half got off
o a start with a goal from the
"ardinals 15 minutes in. Colby
inswered in a quick two minutes when

Lexi Crook '11 assisted Meryl Poulin '09 assisted Amy Campbell '10 to
even up me score at
i t on ner secona
1-1, but it did not
goal of the season.
Subbing was a key
keep Williams from
putting in another
factor in this game
before the break.
due the extreme heat
and extended play.
Mary
Clare
Snediker '09 kept
On Sunday, Oct.
Colby in the game
7, the game against
Williams College
with 6:29 left in the
second half with
was a tum-around
her goal off of a
in team perforpenalty shot.
mance. "The team
played with incrediEnos made seven
ble poise and confiAmy Bernatchez saves in the net, and
dence against a very
defender Meghan
Coach
Saccone *10 gave a
tough
team ,"
Bernatchez
said.
steady, very strong
Williams is currentperformance, comly ranked nationally. Ihe girls tell to ing up with many crucial tackles on
the Ephs by a goal seven minutes into defense. MaryClaire McGovern *08
overtime ending the game at 2-3. In was an enormous presence in the midthe first half , Chelsea Rosenheimer field , and helped initiate a lot of

Wesleyan has a
very different
style of field
hockey which
took us out of
our game a litre
bit.

attacks. In the offensiveend, Snediker
and Campbell "had some great passing combinations and shots on goal,"
Bematchez said. She noted that
Poulin, only a first-year, stood out
with her energy on offense that also
aided the Mules in generating plays.
Sunday 's loss marked the Mules '
fourth overtime loss and sixth onegoal loss.
After press time on Thursday Oct.
11 the Mules traveled to the University
of Southern Maine. This weekend they
will take on Amherst College at 11:00
a.m. on the Bill Alfond Turf Field.
Despite the Mules ' 2-7 record,
Bematchez said, "Overall, I am very
happy with the effort the team made. I
am so proud of them, but wish that
they could have come home with a
victory. We look forward to playing
USM on Thursday and Amherst next
Saturday."

Sell low and buy high

THE FOCUS ON FANTASY
By DANNY EPSTEIN

Sitting here watching football on
Sunday, I'm left to ponder the subject of
this column. After perusing various fantasy sports websites, I discovered that
this time of year, most experts will typically releasetheir "Buy Low, Sell High"
columns. Some of these are helpful, othj s s are just plain useless (like pundits
idling you not to drop LaDanian
Tomlinson). 1 started thinking about a
column about those players you should
Sell who are underperforming and buy
^ho are off to a good start—a column
predicated on the future, not die past.
SELL LOW
(OR JUST DROP)

yards per game rushing. I really don 't
see Rudi turning it around either, due
to a few factors. To start, hamstring
injuries are quite nagging and this may
plague him the rest of the year.
Secondly, as evidenced by Carson
Palmer throwing six TDs against
Cleveland, even around the goal line,
Cincinnati is one of the most pass
happy teams. Watching them play
looks like the Colts circa 2004 when
Peyton Manning set the single season
touchdown record by throwing touchdowns to Marvin Harrison and Reggie
Wayne from the one inch line. I
wouldn't drop Johnson instantly but if
you have a better option it 's about time
to go that way.
BUY HIGH

Adrian Peterson RB Min.: Peterson
has been nothing short of phenomenal
this season and if you 're in a keeper
league, you should go after this guy. It's
only a matter of time until Chester
Taylor goes down
again with some
injury and Peterson
gets all the carries.
Even if Taylor somehow stays healthy,
Peterson
proved
when he was at
Oklahoma that he
can produce, even in
a running back by
committee situation.
He's leading the
league in rushing
yards right now and
has scored twice,
once on the ground
and once through the air. Not also that
he has been extremely productive catching passes and could conceivably score
a few times if Minnesota could establish
a passing game. If the Peterson owner in
your league is willing to part with him
for a struggling bigger name, pull the
trigger on the deal.
Marshawn Lynch RB Buf: Another
rookie RB who is off to a great start.
Lynch is getting all the carries for the
Bills, which is a good start. Also, considering that Trent Edwards is a rookie and
will be starting for the rest of the year in
Buffalo, the Bills coaching staff is going
to need to run the ball to be successful.
Lynch is another guy who can also contribute receiving as he showed in his collegiate career at California. He also has
three touchdowns and will see all the
goal line carries for the Bills, although
those could be few and far between. If
you're a proud LJ or Rudi Johnson
owner and are looking for a replacement,
you could do a lot worse than Lynch.

If the Peterson
owner in your
league is willing
to part with him
for a struggling
bigger name,
pull the trigger
on the deal.

Larry Johnson RB
KQ This guy has
been by far the
biggest disappointment in fantasy foothall Outside of the
123-yard
performance against San
Diego, whom everyone has been able to
mn on, his highest
output of the year
was 55 yards against
'he Bears. Notice
»Isa that he has a grand total of zero
toichdowns through week five. He
hasn't added many receiving yards for
fantasy owners.This is probably one of
4e toughest decisions fantasy owners
have to make because you burned a
number one draft pick on this guy and
w's shown no potential of breaking
°U Considering this guy got 416 caries last year, I'm no' •aire yrm can
expect much of a turnaround. Don't
drop him quite yet, although I realize
that it 's probably quite tempting. I hope
you followed my earlier advice and
drifted good RB depth so just plug
V(|ur number three RB in there for a
while and see if LJ can get it going.
Rudi Johnson RB Cm.: Another guy
fantasy owners put a first round cal:!lcr investment into and haven't seen
"inch in return. He 's been injured with
I nunistring pull and has been fairly
J|iproductive. His only touchdown
¦Ms receiving and he hasn 't seen a lot
II carries. Johnson is averaging 59

nu PHOTO

Despite a lopsided score, Colby held on to UNH the majority of the match.

Rugby falls to UNH, 24-5
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's rugby team traveled to Durham, New Hampshire, to
take on the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats last Sunday, Oct.
6. The Mules came in missing several
starters due to personal reasons and
injuries , and some players were
thrown in with very little rugby experience, or into positions they were not
accustomed to. Still, it was a hardfought and well-played game. But in
the end, UNH pulled away, defeating
the Mules 24-5.
The score does not tell the whole
story. It was only 5-0 UNH until
about twenty minutes remaining in
the second half, and Colby was hang-

ing with them, playing solid defense
and having the ball deep in Wildcat
territory numerous times, but could
just not get the ball across the try
line. Then with around 20 minutes to
go, UNH scored two quick tries, and
a third not too long after, and from
there, the Mules just could not come
back.
Colby
winger
Zach
Goodnough '08 scored a consolation
try, the lone try of the game, and the
first of his rugby career, in the closing minutes, bringing the final score
to 24-5. The loss drops the team to 22 on the season.
Up next for the Mules are the
University of Maine Orono Black
Bears, who are undefeated on the season. The game is at home on Saturday,
so head on down to the swamp and
watch the ruggers do battle.

VOLLEYBALL: Tops ECSU, yet falls short to
Bridgewater, Johnson and Wales, Lawrence
Continued From Page 12
in senior captains Prentice and
Sancartier last home game. Bowdoin
however, 11-8 overall and 1-3 in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference, emerged from the match
victorious Wednesday night with a 30 victory.
Bowdoin 's hitters came out strong
for the Polar Bears, with three separate hitters; sophomore outside hitter
Skye Larence, senior middle blocker
Amanda Leahy and sophomore outside hitter Gillian Page had nine kills
apiece. Page and Lawrence also added
on the defensive end with 16 digs and
13 digs respectively.
Colby, also 1-3 in NESCAC, start-

ed the match strong on Wednesday,
stretching the first game into extra
points, but eventually falling 32-30.
However, it could not convert its
valiant efforts into wins in the next
two games of the match.
Prentice had ten kills and 11 di gs
and Sancartier had 16 digs in their last
home match as Mules. Lawler had
nine kills, nine digs and three blocks.
Arvidson added nine kills and
Lawrence set 24 assists. Conroy finished the match with 16 digs.
As indicated, the team will finish
the rest of their season on the road
with matches this weekend against
Williams College, Hamilton College
and
Middlebury
College
at
Middlebury.

Will Price'10

COURTESY Of OAMEL BWWttJN

With diving catches and precise passes, Will Price MO led his Dazzlin'
Asses team to victory on Saturday, Oct 6 against Bates College's ultimate
frisbee team. Only a sophomore. Price was elected co-captain for Colby's
squad this fall and he welcomed the challenge of organizing and directingthe
Mules' ultimate frisbee club team. During the Ultimate Showdown tournament last weekend on campus, the Dazzlin * Asses brought homethe first victory of the weekend, sneaking past Bates by a score of 13-11. In one play of
the contest Price laid out for a catch, diving downward beforethe frisbee hit
the ground. He bounced back up quickly and threw to the end zone to a Mule
teammatefor a Colby point Minutes later in the match.Price struck again by
intercepting a pass in the end zone to prevent the Bobcats from scoring. These
p ivotal plays gave Colby the edge to down Bates and boasta solid showing at
the tournament

Women 's XC places 18th
19:23. The rest of the women's squad
comprised of Petit, (20:23, 135rd),
Emma Linhard Ml (20:33, 153th),
At the New England College Cross Jennifer Macdowell '09 (20:41,
Country Championships on Oct 6, the 170th), Katrina Gravel '10 (20:52,
men's and women's crosscountry teams 188th) and Lane Marder '08 (21:21,
went head to bead against the region's 224th). According to Petit the team is
best runners from all divisions. The "still waiting for a couple girls to
women placed18th out of 44 teams in the come back from injuries."
varsityrace with a score of 509 points.
The men 's team, according to Tim
The men only fielded a sub-varsity team Maguire '08, persevered through "an
that placed 16th out of 21 schools.
extremely hot day, and very dusty
The Colby women beat three other course, but the team bad a relatively
teams that also compete in the New strong showing regardless." Maguire
England Small College Athletic also added that the team ran with a
Conference. Connecticut College noticeable gap in its line-up as "six
placed 21 st with a score of 584, while of our top guys chose to rest this
Bates College (23rd place, 615 points) weekend in anticipation of the State
of Maine Meet
and
Wesleyan
University (28th, 700)
next Saturday."
Due to this decihardly challenged the
Lady
Mules.
sion the men's
sub-varsity team
According to Captain
consisted
of
Liz Petit '08, the
Chris Darrah * 10,
women's team should
not gloat over its per(27:58,
80th),
Tim Maguire '08
formance. "We have a
(28:17,
96th),
lot of catching up to do
John DeAscentis
with the rest of the
Uz Petit '08
'11
(29:32 .
NESCAC
teams,"
Captain
160th),
Petit said. Amherst
Ben
Cunkleman
Ml
College, which fin(29:52, 175th),
ished second only to
the NCAA Division-I Quinnipiac Andy Maguire Ml (29:55, 177th),
University, dominated the Division- Kyle Smith *08 (30:07, 183th) and
Ill NESCAC colleges, by placing sec- Mike Bienkowski (30:23, 196th).
ond with only 85 points. Williams This team managed to beat state rival
College was not far behind, as it the University of Southern Maine
placed an impressive 5th place (229 (21st place), but they lost to all
pouits). Bowdoin College (8th, 323), NESCAC sub-varsity teams.
Middlebury College (9th, 324) and
The men have adopted an extremely
Tufts University (14th , 438) were the cautious strategy for the season, as they
remaining NESCAC schools that are restinga handful of perfectly healthy
topped Colby in this championship.
athletes from competitions that are inteDespite the hot, dry and dusty con- gral to the conventional season.
ditions at Boston 's famed Franklin Currently, the resting runners have their
Park race course, a number of women sights on the State of Maine Invitational.
had very impressive performances. According to Dan Moss '08, "Bowdoin
Anna King *08 established herself as is favored to win but it should be good
Colby's top harrier by placing 13th competition between us, [the University
with a time of 18 minutes and 42 sec- of Southern Maine] and Bates. We are
onds over the five-kilometer race all pretty evenly matched- Either way, it
course (about three miles). Teammate should be a great competition and it will
Mandy Ivey '10 was Colby's next fin- be fun to go head to head against some
isher, placing 49th with a time of teams we know pretty well."
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

We have a lot of
catching up to
do with the rest
of the NESCAC
teams.
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this week
in sports

ULTIMATE FRISBEE
HOSTS TOURNEY

FRIDAY, OCT. 12

By SARAH KIRKER

VOLLEYBALL
@ Middlebury

STAFF WRITER

This past weekend the campus
hosted the Ultimate Showdown, an
ultimate frisbee tournament where
three teams from Colby, two from
Bates College, two from the
University of Maine at Farmington
and one from Unity College competed for top honors. The Colby teams,
known collectivel y as the Dazzlin '
Asses, were split into three competitive units, one A team and two B
teams, due to the amount of interest
expressed by the first-year class.
Although bl the spring these teams
will be split into men 's and women's
sides, for the fall season they compete with a co-ed lineup. According
to captain Jeff Carroll '08. the majority of the approximately 50 total
members of the squad are part of the
class of 2011.
This youth did not seem to hinder
the Dazzlin " Asses A team in tournament play where they easily dispatched the Bates B team and won a

...the Dazzlin'
Asses A team...
easily dispatched the
Bates B team
and won a hard
fought victory
against the
Bates A team.
hard fought victory against the Bates
A team. Their only loss of the day
came in a 9-11 match against the
University of Maine Farmington
team , a game that Carroll characterized as "a tough battle " for the team.
The A team enjoyed the experience
and leadership of Carroll and his fellow captains Courtney Larson *08.
Hannah Coleman '08 and Will Price
'10 while also rely ing on standout
performances by their younger teammates, notably Allie Todd '10 and
Chase Baker ' I I .
The Colby B teams, while not faring quite as well as their A team counterpart, also got to enjoy the sunny
weather and rack up some experience
play ing competitive ultimate frisbee
this weekend. This is especially
important gi\en the number of firstyears who have never played at this
level before. Carroll said . "Brian
Lessels '08 and Anuj Kapur '10 both
did exceptionally good jobs leading
their teams in some very hard fought
games. They provided great experience for the freshmen on their teams.
Senior rookie Chad Stechcr put on a
show going deep, and demonstrated a
great understanding of the game
despite only playing it for a short
while." A long with Lessels and Kapur .
Allison Straw '10 and Charlotte
Morse-Fortier '08 helped supply leadership for the young B squads.
As this is the first serious competition of the fall season—having only
scrimmaged Unity and Bowdoin
College previously—the Dazzlin '
Asses arc quite happy with their co-ed
team 's accomplishment and are looking forward to even better performances through the semester. "The
Co-ed team is looking very solid this
year; we have a lot of experienced
players who arc getting better all the
time." Carroll said. Upcoming tournaments include appearances at Unity on
Oct. 27 , Hampshire College on Nov.
3. Bowdoin on Nov. 10, and possibly
a tournament in Rhode Island.

SATURDAY, OCT. 13
FIELD HOCKEY
vs. Amherst
11:00 a.m
MEN ' S SOCCER
vs. Amherst
11:00 a.m.
W OMEN 'S CROSS COUNTRY
@ State of Maine Meet
COUHTESY Of BHIAN KMTEN

MEN' S CROSS COUNTRY
@ State of Maine Meet

First-year quarterback Patrick Burns prepares to throw the hall last weekend at Wesleyan. Burns went 10 f o r 19 for 153 yards with one touch down.

Cardinals take see-saw football battle over Mules
By DANNY EPSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

Captain Chris Bashaw '08 had two
touchdowns and 182 total yards, but the
Mules could not hold off Wesleyan
University, who scored ten unanswered
points in the second half and won the
match-up on Oct 6, 23-14.
The Cardinals scored first on a
touchdown run by their star running
back Shea Dwyer in the first quarter,
but the Mules ' special team unit
blocked their PAT attempt. Colby
then rebounded with a scoring drive
capped off by a Bashaw touchdown to
take the lead 7-6. Dwyer and Bashaw
traded touchdowns to make the game
14-13. favoring Colby, entering the
later stages of the third quarter. The
Cardinals finally took control of the
game with a third Dwyer touchdown
late in the third quarter on a 3:33
minute drive. They added a Chris
Helsel field goal late to take the
game. The Mules fell to 0-3 on the
season while Wesleyan improved to

2-1 , with wins over Hamilton College
and Colby.
The game was p layed under difficult weather conditions as described
by Coach Ed Mesticri. "This past
weekend saw us battle a pretty good
Wesleyan team—it was a fiercely
competitive game played under trying
conditions -game time temp was 87
degrees with extreme humidity. "
Mesticn said. Although the conditions
were difficult, Mestieri took many
positives away from the game. "We
were lead by Chris Bashaw who had
an outstanding day. The kids played
their hearts out—it was an outstanding
physical effort. We will build on the
positives and will work to rectify the
Bashaw cermistakes we made."
tainly was the offensive star of the day
for the Mules. He had 21 rushes for 97
yards and showed his versatility by
catching three passes for 85 yards,
including an 82-yard touchdown on a
screen pass from quarterback Patrick
Bums * 11.
Mestieri chose to go with the first-

year in this difficult road test and the
decision paid off. Bums was 10 for 19
for 153 yards, one touchdown and one
interception. Unlike the first two
games of the season . Bums took every
snap from under center and the coaching staff went away from using a quarterback by committee approach. It will
be interesting to see whether this is a
trend in future games or whether they
elect to give Bill y Ryan '08 and
Stephen Carroll '09 some action.
Mestieri used Justin Candon '08
effectively as the senior wide receiver
had another big day with four catches
for 52 yards. The defense did a sufficient job causing one turnover and
limiting Dwyer to less than 100 yards
rushing. Zach Librizzi , the Cardinal
captain and starting quarterback, only
completed 20 of 37 passes. The Mules
secondary did a nice job limiting his
comp letion percentage to 54.7 and a
quarterback rating of 57.7. Nick
Tucker '10 made an interception for
Colby in the end zone in the fourth
quarter, ending a potentially devastat-

Soccer tastes defeat vs. Williams, Wesleyan
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

It was a tough weekend for the
Colby men 's soccer team. The Mules
took losses on Saturday. Oct. 6 to
Wesleyan University and on Sunday,
Oct. 7 to Williams College. They plan ,
however, to rebound this week with
away games against the University of
Maine at Farmington (after press time)

and a weekend game at home against
Amherst College. Coach Mark
Serdjenian stayed positive after the
two losses this weekend. "We had a
tough weekend at Wesleyan and
Williams , and now look to get things
back on track in the second half of the
season."
After a long ride down to
Middletown. Conn, to face Wesleyan.
Colby was barely on the pitch before it
fell one to nil. Cardinal Kcisukc

Yamashita headed in a cross from
teammate Ozzie Parente in the fourth
minute. The score stayed that way
until halftimc, in part thanks to Colby
goalkeeper Dan Marden '10. He made
five saves during the game and four
more in the Williams game. Kyle
Nuland of Wesleyan notched another
goal in the 56th minute making it 2-0.
Colby did manage 15 shots during the
game but none found the net.
Forwards Nate Seiberling '11 and
Scott Brown *10 led the Mules with
three shots each.
The next day. the Mules competed
against a solid Williams squad. Colby
played well to start the game, and the
two teams remained scoreless at the
half. The Ephs came out strong in the
second half scoring three goals to put
the game away. Kit Fcderich , Conor
Smith, and Jay Ingram each scored a
goal for Williams in the 51st. 58th and
74th minutes, respectively. Colby had
its chances in the second half with
three comer kicks but none found the
goal. Goalkeeper Doug Sibor '10 got
some play ing time after Marden at the
end of the game and had a save. Colby
Continued on Page 10

UNH tops rugby

VOLLEYBALL
@ Middlebury
WOMEN 'S SOCCER
vs. Amherst
1:30 p.m.
MEN ' S TENNIS
@ Wallach Invitational

SUNDAY, OCT. 14
GOLF
@ CBB Tournament
MEN ' S TENNIS
@ Wallach Invitational

TUESDAY, OCT. 9
MEN' S SOCCER
@ Maine Maritime Academy

VOLLEYBALL GOES 1-3 AT CRABTREE TOURNEY
By UZZI FORT
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend Colby women 's volleyball team went 1-3 at the Crabtree
Classic as Coach Candice Parent
received her 250th win during Friday
night 's 3-1 victory over the host team.
Eastern Connecticut State University.
Parent brought her record to 250171. after first falling in the first
match of the tournament to Ithaca
College 3-0 (30-19. 30-26, and 3026). Parent is in her 14th season of
coaching at Colby.
In the milestone win against
Eastern Connecticut , junior middle
blocker Meredith Lawler had 18 kills
and first-year middle blocker Heather
Arvidson had nine kills . Captain
Cassie Sancartier "08 completed the
game with 15 di gs, while junior setter
Jenny Lawrence set 31 assists and had
12 di gs for the Mules.
Lawrence's stand-out performance
did not just take place in the Eastern
Connecticut game, but throug hout the
tournament as a whole. At the end of
the weekend she made the all-tournament team.

Lawrence had 27 assists and nine
digs in the Mules ' Friday night loss to
Ithaca. On Saturday morning, in the
Mules * 3-1 loss to Bridgewater State
(30-12 , 30-12 , 12-30 and 30-20).
Lawrence accumulated 19 assists and
13 digs. Against Johnson and Wale>
University, who the squad lost to b\
the score of 3-0. Lawrence set 23
assists.
Despite Lawrence and her teammates efforts the Mules went 0-2 on
Saturday, bringing their record to 9-14.
In their first game on Saturday,
against Bridgewater State , senior
captain and outside hitter Jessie
Prentice and junior defensive specialist Carlic Minchino both had 11 digs
for the Mules. While Lawler commuted nine kills , Arvidson and sophomore middle blocker Larissa Levine
both had eight kills.
In the Mules ' loss to Johnson and
Wales (30-15, 30-28. 30-18). Lawler
finished the game with 12 kills and
sophomore outside hitter Megan
Conroy had 11 digs.
Earlier in the week, on Oct. 3. the
Mules faced rival Bowdoin College

INSIDE SPORTS

Tough weekend for women's soccer
ST E W MCLAUGHUWHO TOGRAPHY COM

FOOTBALL
vs. Amherst
1:00 p.m.

ing drive by the Cardinals. This was
certainly one of the turning points in
the game.
This weekend, Colby will take on
Amherst College for Homecoming
Weekend. Amherst will come to
Waterville looking to sweep the
Maine schools this season. They stand
at 2-1 with victories over Bates
College and Bowdoin College and a
loss to Middlebury College this past
weekend 19-16. The running back for
Amherst. Aaron Rauh. leads the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference with four rushing touchdowns and is second in the league
with 61 rushes and 259 yards.
Amherst will not bring much of an
aerial attack this upcoming weekend
as its quarterback Lucas Loeffler is
eighth in the conference in passing
yards and dead last in passing touchdowns. This game should provide the
Mules with an opportunity to shut
down another opposing offense and
get their own offense going in the
friendly confines of Seavems Field.

Colby drops a close game against UNH and
falls to a 2-2 record.
PAGE it

Tom Milaschewski '09 wins a header against his Cardinal opponent.

CREW
<8> New Hampshire Champs.

The Mules dropped two more NESCAC games
against Wesleyan and Amherst.
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